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Two Men HitAs BulletsflyIn Club Paradise
Boy 'Vanished' While
Wearing Handcuffs
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A 16-year-old Haywood Coun- Negro policeman Robert Wylie,
ty youth, who disappeared on reported having seen him that,
One of the largest night spots on Monday and
Wednesday, July 7, as he was mght. Other persons claimed
his bond set at
in the Mid -South was converted $2,250
about to be carried inside the they saw him after his escape,.
after he pleaded not
into
a
shooting
gallery
early guilty to two counts of assault
county jail in Brownsville, but their stories conflicted, and
Sunday morning, and during to murder and
showed up alive and well at his none of them were persons who
carrying a pisthe
bedlam
which
followed
two tol.
home in the Cedar Chapels knew him personally.
men
were
shot,
one
of
them
community on Sunday.
A city charge of shooting inFor two days after his disapseriously.
side the city is scheduled to be
Robert Waller, son of Mr. pearance, his relatives searchA
crap
game in the men's heard against Lee Tuesday,
and Mrs. Ben Hugh Waller, ed for him in the Brownsville
room was reportedly the cause Aug. 3.
was the object of much specu- area, but they were unable to
of
the
fireworks in Club Para- During the past weekend.
lation during the II days ab- find any trace of the youth.
dise at 645 E. Georgia which three other persons were shot,
sence and many believed that RACE ANGLE
ended
up with the arrest of none of them seriously wound
he would be found in a lake or
Andrew Lee Ill, no address, the ed, in two separate incidents.
a grave somewhere in the area. Since it was the first summer
hospitalization of Lonnie Ar- OTHER SHOOTINGS
The recent high school grad. that Negroes had been employ- SCEN.E OF SHOOTING—C
lub Paradise at
ed with the Agricultural Stabiot assault to murder after one victim was mour, 19, of 87 W. Illinois, and
Following an argument which
uate, who was working with the
645 E. Georgia was turned into bedlam
lization and Conservation Servstruck in the chest and another was shot treatment for Joseph Turner, developed in a dice game, Acie
Agricultural Stabilization and
ice, some believed that he
early last Sunday morning when two perJones, 28, of 863 Estival, Apt.
in the arm. The night spot is one of the 34, of 1538 Whitmore.
Conservation Service and meassons were shot there during a dance.
The shooting occurred during 7, was shot in the left shoulder
largest in the Mid-South.
uring crops, was arrested in might have met with foul play
a dance held in the place which by Buford Mangum, 45, of 284
Andrew Lee III was charged on two counts
Stanton Tenn. by Constable at the hand of whites who were
CIIICAGO, Illinois —
was originally built to house a Walnut. Police were still conGarnett Faulk, who said his resentful about the integration --------- ------Two policemen assigned to
of the Federal office headed by
bowling alley. It is now opera- ducting an investigation of the
wife
had
complained
that
the
interfaith
clergymen and
organ- ted
the sixth area task force have
Robert Smith.
by Andrew "Sunbeam" Incident on Monday.
eitldirnwvaesarczosing himself as,
filed suit against comedian yi
izations. Interfaith groups in Mitchell.
mr.
0fsT
Smith
he said
d w youthnrtwas
s
A "missing wig" was said to
Dick Gregory for $100,000 in
requested
Australia
had
a rep- As the
new
shooting began, per. have been the start of a conMr. Faulk said that when he
Circuit Court.
resentative
from
team.
the
.'th
onaet he had in the office, and
sons seated inside the establish - troversy in North Memphis
arrested the youth he was stark
Raymond Cisco. 37, of 5426
he reported his disappearance
Ile spent Tuesday, Wednes- ment reportedly stampeded
naked except for a hat, he askin which resulted last Sunday in
Agatite Ave., and Edward Mcin
day,
tnrdaliaFraid
dd
aryesof
the shooting of two men, both
, ,Teheursdaya
s. an effort to find cover.
ed him why he had disrobed, to government officials in AtGee, 41, of 4039 N. La Porte
lanta, who then dispatched an
last
Australia
of whom were struck in the
ASSAULT TO MURDER
Ave., have based their suit, and he replied that it was hot. investigator to Haywood Couning church and student groupa Mr.
Armour was struck in right leg at the entrance to the
against the entertainer on in- RAN FROM CAR
ty.
The Rev. James M. Lawson of 12 religious leaders forming in Sydney, Melbourne and Ade- the
right chest by one of the Manhattan Lounge at 1092 Thojuries they allegedly suffered "I made him cover himself The first indication the famimas St.
Jr. was back in his pulpit Sun- the American team which was ilaide. In Sydney, he talked to bullets, and on Monday his
con- The
when they arrested Gregory on up," Mr. Faulk said, "and call- ly received that the youth was
joined by another group from students at Sidney Universtiy dition was
victims were John D.
listed
as
"fair"
in
June 11 at Columbus and Sei- ed Deputy Sheriff George 'Bud- still alive was on last Saturday day at Centenary Methodist Europe in Cambodia.
;and New South Wales UniverJohn Gaston hospital. Mr. Reed, 20, of 122 Cedar, and Mab° drives. The suit said that dy' Sullivan at Brownsville and when they returned from White- Church, 878 Mississippi, follow- The Memphis minister,
the allY•
Turner was hit in the right son Relthelford, 27, of 1022 N.
egory was -obstructing trai- he come to Stanton and picked ville and discovered that some- ing a 20-day round-the-world only Negro
Seventh St.
on the peace-seek- The group of religious lead- forearm, and after
trip that included stops in Paand making a public nuis- him up, and that was the last one had been inside the
treatment
house
thing I had to do with the
Rome, Bangkok, Saigon, ing mission, will give a "Chris- ers spent five days in Saigon at the hospital, he was released. Police said that one woman
ance of himself."
and had eaten a supper of ris,
Cambodia, Hong Kong and tian Report on Viet Nam" at and then went on to Hong Kong Lee appeared in City Court
Cisco and McGee claimed case."
See BULLETS, Page 2
chicken, peas, bread, cold
three major cities in Australia. his sermon Sunday morning, where they drafted a statement
that they were both "struck, It was after his arrival in drink and ice cream.
July 25. The service starte at on their observations and findBrownsville
that
the
youth
kicked, and beat on the groin,
Mr. Waller said they also Rev. Mr. Lawson was on a 11 A.M. Ile will conduct a ques- ings.
legs and body" during the me- jumped out of the patrol car in found a printed message on peace-seeking mission as a tion
and answer period Sunday
1t the beginning of a trip,
front
of
the
jail
and
ran
away
lee, and have each asked for
some of the same kind of pa- members of the Fellowship of night at 7:30.
the American churchmen spent
$50,000 through their lawyer with the handcuffs still on him. per that the youth
Reconciliation through its Cler- TALKED IN AUSTRALIA
had
used
M
'hree days in Bangkok where
Deputy Sullivan said that he
gymen's Emergenc y Commit- At the end of the trip, the
they mapped their program for
See GREGORY, Page. 2
was unable to catch him, but a
See BOY, Page 2
tee for Viet Nam. He was one group chose Rev. Mr. Lawson Saigon
after conferring with
as their representative to Aus- government officials and talkBy DEBORAH A. THOMAS !Post Office Department Washtralia to
et and talk with ing with Buddhist leaders,
The Memphis Mail Users ington, D.C.; Percy Coleman,
------Council held its fourth anniver- Memphis Region, Post Office
Department; Ti,,, Townsend,
sary Luncheon, July 19, at the repr
esenting
Jack
Ramsey,
Holiday Inn, 980 South Third
chairman, County Commission;
Street,
Robert Nelson, Jr., who prePreceding the luncheon, a sented Mr.
Hahn a key to the
Press Conference was held city on
behalf of Mayor Wilwhere A. C. Hahn, Deputy As- liam B.
Ingram; Colonel WilMiss Agatha Dumolga, assis.)group of about 100 women at sistant Postmaster General for
liam D. Buchanan, representing
tent organizer of the National the Sarah Brown's Branch of the Post Office Department's
Commissioner Claude Armour;
Council of Ghana Women visit- the YWCA.
Bureau of Operations, announ- and William
II. McConnell,
ed Memphis recently on a
She left Memphis on July 17 ced a new "Scheduled Service" Memphis
Region Post Office
study tour sponsored by the to participate in a Home Econo- system which will provide overDepartment.
Institute- mists Conference at the Uni- night delivery of ZIP Coded
American
African
The Members of the ExecuWomen's African Committee versity of Iowa, and after the parcel post five days a week
and co-sponsored by Delta Sig- conference she will return to between some 600 offices in and tive Committee of the Mail
Users Council are, Clay Robins,
ma Theta sorority.
New London College where all around Memphis.
Baptist Memorial hospital; B.
The study tour is similar to of the members of the African
Mr. Hahn told members of the G. Olive, Universal Life Insura live-in project where persons delegation will compare their press that the "next day" de- ance company;
Jack Ryder, E.
Americans
live in homes of
study.
livery will be provided within L. Bruce and Company;
Don
studying the American way of As a part of her job in Afri- an area covering some 75 cows- Preuss,
Dixie mart; Charles
living as compared to the way ca, Miss Dumolga organizes ties and serving approximately Buttner,
First National Bank:
of living in Africa.
women in the towns in the up- 2/
1
2 million people over 37,000 W. B. Walton, Holiday Inns
of
There are 15 persons on the per region of Ghana, and dem- square miles. He also empha- America; Lewis Trigg,
Union
onstrate
them
to
how to pre- sized the importance of using protective Life
tour. Other members of the
Insurance Comgroup are touring Louisiana, pare well balanced diets. She the ZIP Code.
pany: and John Q. Miller,
Missouri, Maryland, and Vir- also teaches them sewing and
The idea of "Scheduled Serv- Leader Federal Savings and
other
handcrafts.
ginia.
ice" was developed because of Loan Association.
the lack of dependability of deOthers include, William C.
As for the hospitality of the
livery in the parcel post serv- Rucker, Memphis Chamber of
Americans,
Miss
Dumolga
ice area. Mr. Hahn explained Commerce; William Beekman,
feels that "Americans are very Urges
friendly." In all the homes that,
that parcels will be transported Memphis Light, Gas and Water
to the destination post office Division; John Anderson, Memshe has visited she states,
"PvelTo
always felt at home."
o-ernight and the parcels will phis Publishing Company; Labe delivered to the addresses mar Newport, Memphis State
While in Memphis. she lived
DALLAS — (UPI) — The
with Mrs. Emalyn Myles, 1390 president of the Dallas Crime on the next scheduled parcel University; Lloyd I. McBride,
William R. Moore Company; J.
Chadwick Circle, and with the Commission says that if par- delivery.
D. Stovall National Bank of
assistance of members of Delta ents refuse to teach their chil- SPECIAL GUESTS
Sigma Theta Sorority, she had dren the difference between
Approximately 180 persons at- Commerce:
Also Harris Bailey, Plough,
the opportunity of visiting The right and wrong, schools and tended the luncheon. Special
Goodwill Home where she was churches may have to take OD guests included, Dick Gentry, Incorporated; T. B. Skinner,
Sears Roebuck and Company;
led on a tour by Mrs. Mildred the job.
James P. Rabbit, Startton.WarHeard, executive director of the "Many of our youngster aren't
ren Hardware Company; J. 0.
even exposed to the moral con- Life Hung On A Bell
Home.
— Breton S. C. Toof and ComShe also visited the Urban cepts of right and wrong be- LEICESTER, England
AFRICAN visn's MEMPHIS — Miss Agatha Diimolga,
tor of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority: and Miss Deborah A. League, NAACP
cause their
parents neither (UPI) — Mrs. Kathleen Finn. pany: C. E. Rauscher, Union
office, St.
(second from left), assistant organizer of the National
Thomas of the TRI-STATE DEFENDER. The visit was Stephens Church, supermar• know nor cares" Commission more was literally saved by the Planters National Bank; and
Council of Ghana Women pictured in the home of Mrs.
bell. She was about to light a Walter H. Younger, Watkins
sponsored by the American African Institute-Women's Afri- kets, and toured thc City of President John McKee said.
He said that 152 children un- kerosene heater in her home Products.
Emalyn Myles. 1390 Chadwick Circle during her recent visit
can Committee, and co-sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta Memphis hospitals.
der
12
were
arrested
last
year here when firemen rang the
Music was furnished for the
to Memphis. With her are (left to right), Mrs. Emalyn
Sorority.
On her first night in Mem- in Dallas for major crimes. Na- doorbell—and explained
a Is e luncheon by the Noel Gilbert
Myles, Miss Maggie McDowell, Southern Regional Direcphis, Miss Dumolga spoke to a tionally the average is also up. was sold gasoline in error.
Ensemble.
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ays Tanganyika
ImpatientForolbsolute
African Independence

Stabbing Victim
Revived After
His Heart Stops
A 26-year-old man, whose
heart stopped beating but who
was brought back to life by
physicians at John Gaston hospital, remained in critical condition on Monday.
Eddie Louis White was stabbed in the heart early Saturday
morning with a seven-inch
butcher knife by his wife, Mrs.
Claudette Louise White, also
26, when he returned home
drinking.
The victim was carried to
John Gaston hospital where
open heart surgery was performed on him after his heart
stopped beating.
Mr. White's heart was massaged back to life, but he remained in critical condition.
Mrs. White has been charged
with assault to murder and her
bond was set at $1,000

Bullets
Continued From Page I
blamed another for taking a
wig which belonged to a third
woman not involved in the case,
and after one girl was slapped,
she complained to her boy
friend, Curtis Grove, 19, of 136
Cedar St.
FINED $50
Grove went to the Manhattan
Lounge to talk to Reed about
the disturbance, and after he
refused to discuss it, returned
home for a shotgun and blasted
him at the entrance while
standing across the street.
Reed and Relthelford were
not seriously hurt when struck
by the shotgun pellets.
On Monday morning, Grove
appeared in City Court and was
fined $50 for carrying a dangerous weapon and held to the
state on two not guilty pleas of
assault to murder.

Mr. Munseri acknowledged
that formerly African life was
pleasure
the
Recently I had
made up of indifference and
of visiting a young man, a Mr. segregation, tribal conflicts and
E. R. Munseri, from Tanganyi- pride, selfish hopes and fears,
ka, now studying engineering dictatorial structure and feudahere in America. This is what lism. However, he said, "Today
he said about his nation and we can no longer live alone but
must plan and work together."
the new Africa:
"It means many things to me In response to my question as
and to my children to be part to what the people of Africa deof a new and free country. It sire greatly, Mr. Munseri, who
means shouldering more and admitted that "we are imgreater responsibility for na- patient," said:
tional defense and service. It "We want immediate liberameans greater efforts and sac- tion of all of Africa. We want
our '
rifices to build up a country immediate elimination of
pol
which lacks many necessities chief enemies: ignorance,
Afriof life. It means the checking erty and disease. We want
and correcting of our old and can unity. We want African soformer colonial outlook to en- cialism, which is really an exable new constitutions and new tension of our former tribal
communitarianism.
policies to work effectively.
not easy in such a..±
"It means a lot to us as par- "lt is
and diverse country as-I
ents to plan and work harder large
to keep our people-.
for the future of our children — Tanganyika
enthusiastic, particularly since,;
a future that is bright, providsense of unity and,,,,
ed we contribute more a n d a national
more towards their moral, pride is something new. It has
political
academic and technical train- not been easy for our
leaders to change the tradiing.
topeople
our
of
tional outlook
"Finally," he said, "it means wards administrative structures
to
loyalty
displaying a greater
and policies."
our leaders. We know that we
Citing as barriers to quick
and
difficulties
many
have
fear of
problems to encounter. We are progress the African
evil spirits and taboos, Mr.
of
ready to meet them. We know,
that "religion
too, that we will not surmount Munseri admitted
the answers
these problems without the help and education are
from the people of countries to overcoming these fears.
long developed and advanced
like America "
By ERNEST BOYNTON

Charges Senator With Slavery Tactics
Andrew Hawkins of Shaw, Miss., appearing before the House
Labor subcommittee testified that working conditions on the
plantation of Sen. James Eastland are so slavelike that Negro
sharecroppers make moonshine in order to earn enough money

SPECIAL
SUMMER DISCOUNT
CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONERS
2 H.P. To Cool 1200 Sq. FT. Horne
$449 Installed

2'i H.P. To Coal 1500 Sq. FT. Home
$549 Installed
3 H.P. To Cool 1800 Sq. FT. Horn•
$4549 Installed
4 H.P. To Cool 2100 Sq. FT. Horne
$749 Installed

FREE Estimates - Phone 948-0904 Days
872-4382 Nights Ask For LW MOSELY

MAY DAY MFG. CO.
1047 Florida Stroat

to live on. With Hawkins are committee members, Rep. James
Roosevelt D.-Calif. (left) and Rep. Alphonzo Bell, R.-Calif.
UPI Photo.
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his work stating that he woid:
be back in a few days "as sodilf,•
1
Page
From
Continued
-•••
as I rest up."
Beliveing that he might re, -e
•
ern white students and univer- Jack E. Stein.
turn on Sunday, Mr. Wallet
According to Mrs. Lillian
sity graduates.
said that all members of the....
enwas
husband
her
Gregory,
I
pre-school
the
Incorporated in
,
Chicago from San family got in a car and preto
route
program is a Health Program; Francisco where he is appear- tended to be leaving for church,
a Community School Equip. ing in a nightclub, the "Hungry but that he got out of the car
himself inside
ment Project; a Community I". Gregory has been commut- and concealed
the house and waited.
School Apparel Project in ing each day to take part in the "He came up and looked in
anti-Willis demonstrations here
which local committees "will He was unavailable for com- the window," Mr. Waller said,
JACKSON, Miss—From July ty action for education is the are the same, CDGM felt that
"and we saw each other about
assist in the design and manu- ment.
12 through August 29, eighty- dominant philosophy around they should operate independfacture of durable and attract- At the time of Gregory's ar- the same time. When I called
will
activity
program
all
which
ently from any civil rights
three day care centers for 4,among the him, he came on inside."
ive play garments for the chil- rest, he charged that
grow."
things taken from him, his wal- The jubilant father said the
group. In this way they hoped
500 pre-school children will be
Proj.
Arts
Performing
a
dren;
Development
The Child
been
to avoid many of the problems ect, which will "draw upon lo- let was stolen, and he received boy told him that be had
operating in 65 communities in
Group of Mississippi was conhis sleeping in woods and fields'
and the conflicts with the white cal traditions and talents to back injuries that caused
Mississippi. The program is
ceived informally last summer
since he made his escape, and
for a week.
community that the movement provide an opportunity for ex- hospitalization
called the Mississippi Action for
Following his release from the that after his arrest he became
as a result of the Freedom
faces every day.
Community Education (MACE)
theain
exposition
and
pression
to
hospital, Gregory submitted
School program initiated and
scared and didn't want to be
and is a project of the Child
staffed by the Student Nonvio- Early in the spring of 1985, tre, music, dance, story, and a lie-detector test, which he locked up.
Development Group of MissisCDGM,
with
cooperation
Projin
Production
Film
a
was
This
a
failed.
subsequently
song:"
lent Coordinating Committee
Concerning the charge for
sippi (CDMG) with headquartCollege, ect; a Counselling Project, voluntary move by Gregory to
(SNCC). This spring local vol- Mary Holmes Junior
which he was arrested, MIS
ers at Edwards, Mississippi.
the
submitted
to
Miss,
Point,
work
West
"to
Readiness
particiof
innocence
Reading
his
prove
unteers went around MississipWaller said his son denied ha3.
The program aims to prepare pi, canvassing from door-to proposal for Mississippi Action increase the reading receptivity pation in any violence during ing exhibited himself, and said
enrolled children for their first door to invite community parti. for Community Education to and language skills of both chil- the arrests in which Cisco and he was taking care of his physi.
school experience in September cipation in planning a program the Office of Economic Oppor- dren and parents;" a Printing McGee claimed injuries.
cal needs in a field when two
1965, and CDGM hopes to gain fer pre-school children. The re. tunity, Project Ileadstart. The Project, and a Special Demon. The civil rights demonstra- white men came up, and one
full community involvement in suit was the official formation grant request was for $1,283,- stration Project: "a special proj- tion have continued daily with held a gun on him while the
this project. Their information of Child Development Group of 480 to develop a statewide child ect using high saturation reading an average of 100 to 200 march- other called the sheriff.
bulletin states that "Commun. Mississippi.
development program. On May techniques will be undertaken in ers taking part. Lead alternate- He said his son did not rely by Gregory or Al Raby the
18 it was announced that the
communities."
veal how he got out of the handCDGM were concerned with the grant had been awarded. Since some
coordinator of cpco, the group
cuffs or tell what he did with
low standards and inadequacies that time additional grants
stroll the streets of Chicago in
them after breaking out of
Like SNCC, the members of have been awarded to bring
constant protest over the re'Sky Pilot'
hiring of Benjamin C. Willis as them.
of the Mississippi educational the total to $1,660,268.
On Monday, young Waller
system, especially the Negro Director of the project, and YORK, England — (UPI) — School superintendent.
was carried to the state hospiin
105
the
of
marchers
Three
schools, the lack of any type of the man who supplied the main Archbishop of York Dr. Donald
tal at Bolivar for observation.
pre-school centers for the poor Impetus behind the formation Coggan got closer to Heaven— Monday's demonstration were His father is employed there as
dis.
with
charged
and
arrested
and the fact that no local poor of CDMG, is Tom Levin, PhD., piloting a Royal Air Force Jet
orderly conduct for using an a psychiatric aid and also oppeople have any voice in the a New York psychoanalyst. Di- fighter.
electronic amplifier at State and erates a farm on a part-time
educational system.
rectly under him is a central "It was absolutely delight- Madison streets. One was charg- basis.
However, although their aims staff composed mostly of north- ful," he said later.
ed with obstructing traffic by FIRED FROM JOB
walking too slow across the in- Mr. Waller said his son was
sent a notice of dismissal last
tersection.
According to leaders of the week from the ASCS office in
school demonstration, marches Brownsville.
will continue until Willis is re- The youth graduated from
..1kt' 110i11111“ eiSe '1011
taSted
moved from office. As the high school in May and ha
marchers continue,
business been working with ASCS sin
leaders, church groups, civic May 23. An honor student, h
chrtirrinr,;2irv.i)
and social associations have planned to go to Tennessee A &
news I State university in the fall.
Issued
statements in
media supporting, the demon- One of his brothers is a stustrator's stand, and asking that dent there, and his sister is a
immediate action be taken to re- teacher in the Haywood Counlieve the city of the crumbling
ty school system.
image caused by the disconResidents of the county were
tent and disunity over WiWs'
in Memphis last wee kto report
rehiring.
to the
Dr. Martin Luther King, foun- the boy's disappearance
Investigader of the civil rights non-vio- Federal Bureau of
lent movement is expected to tion. Back in the late thrities a
join the civil rights leaders man vanished under similar
here in a series of neighborhood circumstances after he atrallies beginning July 24 through tempted to organize an NAACP 4
July 26. Some 14 meeting chapter in the area, and his places have been designated for body was found sometime later
floating in a stream.
the rallies.

4,500 Pre-School Kids
, Begin Programs In Miss•
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Plus second hit "COMMON LAW WIFE"
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Congratulations Pour In For LeMoyne's President 'First

National Issues Report

First National Bank of Mem-lcording to a condensed balance

phis had total assets of more
ofIshTeeott.al liabilities for the same
ferred on you." — Dr. Paul Tuter, Mass.
Friends and
well-wishersi "May I extend my congratu- Younger, executive vice presi- Bishop James S. Thomas, The Bridgewr,
i period a niounted to some $489
dor :ones, Idlewild Presbyter- than $534 million at the close
SIGNAL HONOR
across the nation have been lations to you on holding this dent, Marts & Lundy, New York Methodist Church, Des Moines,
business on June 30, 1965, ac-imillion.
"This is a signal honor and ian Church, Memphis.
Iowa.
flooding President Hollis F high office and may you com- City.
Price of LeMoyne College with bine your background as an ed- "I am delighted by this rec- "I was extremely pleased certainly must have been mercongratulatory wires and let- ucator with your new role as a ognition of your outstanding and very proud to read of ited." — A . T. Spaulding, presisince his July 1 election as Christian leader." — U.S. Sen- service and leadership." — your election as moderator of dent, North Carolina Mutual
Wierator of the United Church ator Ross Bass, Washington, President :toward R. Bowen, the United Church of Christ."— Life Insurance Co., Durham,
The University of Iowa, lowa Percy T. LaBohne, Philco Corp., N.C.
01 Christ's General Synod.
D.C.
"This is not only a distinct
Philadelphia, Pa.
It was estimated this week "With all best wishes for great City, lowa.
honor, but si both in opportunity
'BEST MAN'
'WISDOM TO ELECT'
that he received nearly 100 tele- success in your leadership of
Nor5,n9 To Boy - Need Nor Sr Presenr • Gt., A•••voy Sol. N,yht Joly 210,
United
and
challenge of great signifigrams and about 300 letters. such an important Protestant "All of us in church activities "Congratulations to the
cance."
—
the
President
C.
having
A.
KirkMany of the letters from north- body as the United Church of in Memphis are very proud to Church of Christ for
ern and southern cities con- Christ." — Martin C. Lehfeldt, see your leadership recognized wisdom to elect you as its mod- endoll, Lane College, Jackson,
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tained newspaper clippings of the Woodrow Wilson National by your communion." — H erator." — President Felton G. Ten.
Shaw Scates, stated clerk, the Clark, Southern University, Ba- "Congratulations to the United
the election.
Fellowship Foundation.
Church of Chirst. It's beginMost of Memphis' educators, "A more deserving person for General Assembly of The Cum ton Rouge, La.
business leaders, churchmen the position could not be found." beriand Presbyterian Church "We are sure that your per- ning to look the way it sounds."
formance in this high office will — President John Dickey, Darand city and county govern- — Jesse H. Turner, executive Memphis.
ment,officials sent congratula- vice president-cashier, Tri-State "I commend my warm con- be of the same calibre as your mouth College, Ilanover, New
tions.
gratulations to you upon this performance in the field of ed- Hanrshire.
Bank of Memphis.
"This is an honor which you
honor and my commendations ucation where you have made
Typical of the letters received,
'NEW DAY'
by Dr. Price were these
"Your election as moderator to the Church for selecting the a notable contribution and have richly deserve and a responsibilIMPORTANT
. . . heralds the dawn of a new best man I know for the job." distinguished yourself." — J. T. ity which you can serve with
day for Christendom." — Father — President George A. Owens, Brooks, the American Teachers great distinction." — President
BREAKTHROUGH
Albert Dent, Dillard Universi"This is indeed an impressive Jarrette C. Atkin^ Emmanuel Tougaloo College, Tougaloo, Association, Atlanta, Ga.
Miss.
"It couldn't have happened to ty, New Orleans, La.
and important breakthrough." — Episcopal Church, Memphis.
DESERVE HONOR
"This high honor could not " I know that this is as much a nice or more able fellow." —
W. Frederic Morrow, assistant
vice president, Bank of Amen - have come to a more worthy an honor for the United Church President Adrian Rondileau, "The honor which has recentNew York City.
and deserving person." — Paul of Christ as it is for you." — State College at Bridgewater, ly come to you . . . could not
have come to a more deserving
person." — President Benjamin
E. May, Morehouse College, Atlanta, Ga.
No Money For 45 Days - 6 Months To Pay!
"This is a most high honor
Open Your Account In 2 Minutes!
and I rejoice with you for it."
— President Ernest T. Dixon
Lb.
Jr., Philander Smith College,
Little Rock, Ark.
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"The board of trustees and
faculty of Sienna Collage wish
you success in your new office."
— Sister Albertus Magnus and
Sisters.
"You will be able to do much
for our denomination in a
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troubled and anxious world."
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— Rev. C. 0. Basinger, First
$
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NEW MODERATOR CONGRATULATED — President Hollis F. Price of LeMoyne College in Memphis. second from
left, the newly elected moderator of the United Church of
Christ's General Synod, is congratulated in Chicago by the
president of the denomination, Dr. Ben M. Herbster, of
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New York City. Standing between them is Mrs. Price. At
left is Dr. John C. Mickle, personnel counselor at LeMoyne
and pastor of Second Congregational Church, who was reelected for a two-year term to the executive committee of
the United Church of Christ's budget committee.
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A former Memphian will be lege, he played in the band and Garland, Gene Ammons and,family of 10 children, including
playing with the Ahmad Jamal orchestra, and then took to the Ray Brown. He has appeared five boys and five girls. One
Trio when the organization per- tuba while in the Army. He as a guest artist with the New sister, Dorothy Robinson, is a
nurse at LaBonheur Children's
forms three night, July 23-25, in played special services part of York Philharmonic ochestra.
the time with Phineas Newborn, Mr. Joyner comes from a Hospital.
this erea.
Wynton
Kelly
and
others.
son
Joyner,
L.
He is George
of Mr.'and Mrs. James II. Joy' After his army days, he
net, Sr., of 2508 Manchester Rd. played the electric bass with B.
A native Memphian, he at- B. King and then joined Phineas
tended Larose Elementary Newborn in New York City.
School and Booker T. Mr. Joyners later studied unWashington High School. It was der thes upervision of Michael
at Booker T. Washington that Krasnapolsky. While overseas
he played in his first band un- for a number of years, he
der the direction of W. T. Mc- studied at the Paris Conservatory of Music, toured countries
Daniel.
Before entering high school, in Europe and North Africa
THE FINEST SHOES
he took piano lessons at Bethle- with Idrees Sulimon.
hem Center on Walker, and reOther bands which have had
THAT CAN BE MADE
ceived his first bass viol at the his services are Teddy Charles,
he
later
age of 16. Two weeks
!Sonny Rollins, Sonny Stitts, Red
was playing on his first job.
bass,
the
with
love
Ile fell in
and the two have been keeping
mpany ever since.
SEVERAL BANDS
At Arkansas A M & N Col-
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years...knowing they%e the finest you can buy. Fine
lisadoraftsmasship ... rich styling ..• luxurious

leathers ... assure you instant and everlastint
comfort — plus smart good looks that'll carry you
through many seasons.

"Say sPEAg,
-please!"
FREE!

28-page booklet 'Why
Didn't Someone ell Me About All
These Uses for Vinegar” Write SPEAS
COMPANY, 2400 Nicholson Ave.,
Pipes City, Mo.

BLASLEY.JONES RAGLAND

99 South Main
•

CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

(whole)

Lb.

59(

Cleveland at Popular

BR 6-3655

BELOW LISTED CARS MAY BE PURCHASED
WITH NO MONEY DOWN - ON APPROVED CREDIT

1960 Dodge Pioneer

9 Pass. Wagon, V-8, Automatic, Fully Equipped,
:This Car is Perfect Only

1961 Chevrolet Station Wagon.

6 Cylinder Straight Drive, Radio, Heater,
W.W. Tires, Top Buy

4 Door, V-8, Automatic Transmission,
Full Power & Beautiful, Only
2 Door, Standard Transm. Double Barrel Sharp,
Still in Warranty, Like New

Super Sports, Full Power, Factory Air,
Low Mileage, Low, Low Price

A Door, 6 Cylinder, Automatic Tronsmission, Roc:to & Heater,
W.W. Tires, Good, Sound Transportation, Only

1959 Chevrolet Impala
1958 Chevrolet Impala

You'll wear Stacy-Adams Shoes or

69(

RAMON'S MEAT Co.

2 Door Hardtop, V-8, Standard Transmission,
New Tires, Perfect, Only

1961 Falcon Station Wagon
BLACK cr
BROWN

Lb..
Lb.

740 UNION AVENUE
527-2664

1956 Chevrolet

ust naturally gooc!

3

10-Lb. Limit

Same Location 30 Years - ASK YOUR NEIGHBOR!
HOME OWNED 8. OPERATED, RAMOND GEE, OWNER

1963 Chevrolet Impala
See Lee Ring
For Your
Stacy Adams Sheet

6 Lb. Limit

75c

USED CAR SPECIALS
WHERE RED HOT DEALS-SAVE YOU COLD CASH

1965 Chevrolet

GEORGE JOYNER

Lb.

CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET

1963 Pontiac

Drafts Himself
MONTGOMERY — (UPI) —
David A. Byrd, 18, a selective
service system clerk, has laid
claim to being the first person
irifEe country to sign himself
up for the draft.
State director Glenn Cuclee
said he gave Byrd permission
with one reservation: a local
draft board will still decide on
Byrd's classification for Service.

Pentecostal temple church of
God in Christ, located at 229
South Wellington St. will observe annual youth day, Sunday, July 25.
The morning speaker at 11:00
A.M. will be the first lady of
the church, missionary Deborah Patterson and the afternoon speaker at 3:00 P.M. will
be Mr. Bert Ferguson, general
manager of radio station WDIA.
The entire public is invited.
Miss Lou Catherine Ward is
chairman, and Bishop J. 0.
Patterson, pastor.

HONEY CURED SLICED BACON
FRESH GROUND HAMBURGER
ROUND STEAK
RUDY'S SUGAR CURED HAMS

1954 Chevrolet

Automatic Trans,., Radio, Heater,
Tires, Sound as a Dollar Preeis to3

2 Door Hardtop, Automatic, Radio, Heater, W.W. Tires,
Low, Low Miles, Low Price, Only

4 Door, 6 Cylinder, Standard Transmission,
48,000 Miles, One Owner, Only

$695
$595
$1595
$1995
s1895
$395
$895
$595
$595
$495

WE HAVE 10 COURTEOUS SALESMAN
WAITING TO
SERVEY0
CALL OR COME BY TODAY
AAAA, AAAA/AVVAA/A\AA.A/AVA/AVAAAAAAA./AVVVAA./AVAVAAVAVAAAAA..
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CHURCH NEWS

NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems'
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Lean

By REV. C. J. (;ASTON
VERSE OF THE WEEK: "In quietness and in confidence shall
be your strength" (Isaiah 30:15)
If you could make up your mind, in the fear of God,;lever
withLo undertake more than you can carry on calmly, quietly,
out hurry or flurry, and the instant you feel yourself growing
nervous and like one out of breath, would stop and take breath,
you would find this simple common-sense rule doing for you
what no begging or tears could ever accomplish.
SUCCESSFUL REVIVAL
Rev. J. W. Williams, Jr., pastor of the Salem Baptist
church of Atlanta, has just concluded a very successful revival
at the Lane Avenue Baptist Church of this city.
According to a statement from Reverend Jasper W. Williams,
pastor of the church 40 converts were secured during this
meeting. Congratulations to this great father and son evangel

60 Flat Monthly Paymenti
App...
Mo.
Poym•nts
12.90
$ 500.00
$1,000.00
23.70
$1,500.00
$ 34.50
$2,000.00.......$45.50
$2,500.00
S 56.20
$5,000.00
$110.02
Cosh Yet(

Be Wise! Choose

State Sayings Bank

istic team.
ASSOCIATION TO MEET
The Hickory Grove Association, comprising over 100 church.
hold its annual meeting July 19
as in West Tennessee
Cumberland Street Baptist Church
through July 23, 1965 at
in Jackson, Tennessee.
Dr. A. E. Campbell, pastor of the Columbus Baptist church
of this city, is moderator of the association.
PASTOR OF THE WEEK
This column is proud to acknowledge the outstanding accomplishments of Bishop J. 0. Patterson, pastor of Pentecostal
Church of God in Christ, 229 South Wellington Street of this
city.
Bishop Patterson is one of the most energetic and progres-I
sive pastors in America having built his congregation from a
small number to over 1,000 members.
In addition to his regular Sunday services he has a broadcasting program every Sunday night at 10 p.m.
Many souls have been won for Christ through the evangelistic efforts of this great man of God. May the Lord contime to bless and keep him.

72 MADISON
Dial JA 6..0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL — The Mississippi Blvd. Seventh Day Adventist church at 1051 Mississippi blvd. held its Vacation Bible school for children of the community iirom June 21- July 2, and the average daily attendance was 60. Mrs. Myrtharyn Powell served as director of the school, and
she is seen standing in the rear. At left on rear row is Terry Addison, Sr.,

superintendent of the Sabbath school which sponsored the school. The children were taught various crafts as well as stories from the Bible and received certificates for attendance. Six members of the church assisted Mrs.
Powell in the school. (TED GRANT Photo)
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Legally, a diamond is consid0411101 FURNITURE DEPT.
ered perfect if no flaws can be
*Pt, Pres, Cann.IsIlts
detected by an expert eye unLowest Prices Available
der a 10-power jeweler's magniWRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
that are present. The smaller fying glass.
NEW YORK (UPI) — When guise," a boat-shaped stone also.
SPRINGER
FASHION
UNIFORMS
buying a wedding or engage- with a point at each end. Othei The clarity of a diamond is the flaws in a diamond and the The diamond's color should
701 II St.,14.I. / PS Whitehall St., LW.
ment ring deal with someone lovely cuts: emerald, pearl affected by the number of bub- fewer there are, the greater be as crystal clear as a drop ..resItharee 2,D.C. Atlanta 3,Ow&
of pure rain water.
in whom you have trust and shaped, and oval.
bles, carbon spots or cracks the value,
confidence. A reliable jeweler The size of Carat weight of
is your safest source.
a diamond is the unit of
The Jewelry Industry Council measure for weighing gems. A
imsays quality and price are
carat is the equivalent of 100
portant factors to consider. points. If a girl's diamond is 50
the
to
according
Price will vary
points, that's half a carat.
quality of the stone selected.
When selecting a stone, ask
Elder II. J. Anthony. a na- Quality of the stone is deter- about the carat weight. If there
t
tional superintendent and an in- mined by the "4-C's" — cu.,
re decorative stones in the
ternational evanagelist for the carat weight, clarity, color,
ask the weight of these
setting,
Assembly Churches, Inc., will The cut of a diamond is its
give the Youth Day sermon on shape and the process by which
next Sunday, July 25, at Trinity it is changed from a rough :(
CME church at 11 a.m.
a faceted stone.
Elder Anthony presides at The beauty of a diamond dechurch
General
Assembly
he
pends to a great deal on the,
n Memphis, and claims to have way in which it is cut.
risen from "a juvenile delin- The most popular cut for en- I WASHINGTON (NPI) — Relaquent to a national officer" of gagement rings: the brilliant tives, friends end fellow Army
his denomination.
M. McWILLIAMS
—a round-shaped stone that Reserve officers stood near the
He attended Saints seminary, usually is set in a simple set- modestly marked grave in Arwhere he received his bachelor ting.
lington cemetery last week to
of divinity degree. In Septem- Another favorite is the "mar pay tribute to Lt. Col. Lemuel A.
ber, 1964, Elder Anthony re- '
1-enn, shot to death a year ago
ceived his doctor of divinity de-1
as he drove along a lonely road
i gree from the Detroit Divinity
near Athens, Ga.
, Institute School of Religion
Arrested in connection with
! Trinity CME church is locat
the ambush slaying were aft
,
at 650 Wells Ave. Rev. P.
Ku leux Klansmen, but federal
Gonya Hentrel is the pastor.
civil rights indictments were
The public is invited.
dismissed in Georgia.
Miss Melanie Jane McWilAt the mztmorial were Penn's
liams, president of the Youth
mother, Mrs. Ruth B. Penn, and
Ministry of Second Congregaa sister, Mrs. H. Inez Macklin,
tional Church, has been elected
and Maj. Charles E. Brown who
president of the new integrated
will was in the car with Col. Penn
Kentucky-Tennessee Youth FelDay
U5hers'
Annual
but escaped unnarmed as did Lt.
lowship Conference of the Unit
be observed at Ward Chapel !
Howard.
ed Church of Christ.
•lohn D.
AME Church on Sunday. July c'The
three were returning from
Before being elected to the
.
and
Gaston
J.
C.
Rev.
and
25,
Elder and Mrs. 0. T. Hines
training
at Ft. Benning, Ga.
t
presidency, Miss McWilliams
members of St. Peter Baptist
when the Klansmen pulled alongserved. as secretary of the Con- of 1718 South Barksdale Street,
Church will be guests at the 31
entertained
of
out
town
guests
ference, and is the first Negrol
side the auto and fired a volley
recently at their home. The P.M. meeting, along with mem- of shots into the car.
to serve in these positions,
other
from
boards
usher
of
hers
guests
were
relatives
of
Mrs.
She is a senior at Hamilton 7
parts of the city.
High school and is presently Illness
The public is invited to be,
doing summer study at Western. Enjoying themselves in the
1Know Your Negro History
Michigan university in Kalama-i Hines' home were, Mrs. Alberta present for the program which In 1920. Negroes made up be.
Cain of Chicago, Mrs. limes' has been planned by the ushers.'
zoo, Michigan.
12L2 and 25 per cent of
Miss McWillams is 1 h e sister, and her brother and sis- Rev. R. L. McRae is pastor of tween
Tendaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leo ter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.Homer the church, and Mrs. Mory the population of Texas,
Walker, pre.3ident of the ushers. nessee, Maryland, and DelaW. McWilliams of 1457 South Cunningham and son Roy.
Ward Chapel is located at ware.
Willett, and the grand-daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Know Your Negro History
Hubbard, Sr. of 1842 Edmond.'
In 1920, Negroes made up
*rade pries es
son Avenue.
less than one per cent of the
horn. dollverod
population of Maine, Vermont.
onAk
Know Your Negro History New Hampshire, Wisconsin.
In 1920. Negroes made up ;Iowa, Minnesota, North and
more than 50 per cent of the \ South Dakota, Wyoming, Mon.
each time you buy 2 hatt-garlons eI
population of Mississippi and tana. Idaho, Nevada, Utah,
South Carolina.
Oregon and Washington.
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BANK TELLER TRAINEES
CASHIERS-CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS
TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES

AT YOUR FOOD STORK
3

CART HOME SAVINGS!

GO BY BUS

Grand Prize Drawing to be held
August 23rd WHBQ T.V., Channel 13

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Sate
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gown5
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE

FREE PLACEMENT
AIR CONDITIONED

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE suni 876
527-5508

CUSTOM

TAILORS

BHS
INC.

248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320
Toon
"YOUR Company Mak., What Yoe Ash For And
Create. Whet You Think or
Memphis,

1/4 MILLION
QUALITY STAMPS
To be given away.
To be eligible:
each week's Bingo,
turn in old cards with name
address on back to Big Star.

•
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Barry's Aide
Was Once Birch
Society Member
WASHINGTON - (UPI) BY ANPREW J. REESE, JR. arrived cn the campus
riding in had to stop once and ask
diree-1 Dension Kitchel has disclosed
STARKVILLE, Miss.-(UPI) a car with another Negro. He
thins to th? administration build that he was a member of the
- A 21-year-old Negro enrolled got out at the Animal Husbandry Mg.
John Birch Society briefly four
without incident this afternoon Buitcling where registration was
The large, tree-shaded cam- years before he became Barry
at Mississippi State University being held.
pus
appecred normal as an es- M. Goldwater's campaign manto become the first of his race
Several highway patrolmen timated 2,500 students
reported ager in 1964.
admitted to the state-supported and campuz
police
for
stood
the
guard,
second term of the sum- Kitchel said he joined the
schoo,.
but there was no trouble.
mer session.
militant right-wing organization
The uneventful enrollment of
Most students, ignored the Holmes,
in 1960 but resigned days later
Richard Holmes was in marked yrtng Negro, neatly dressed in cine, has majoring in pre medibeer, attending Wiley after he had read "The Politicontrast to the admission of a blue sports coat, black
pants College at Marshal, Tex., for cian," a book written by RobJames Meredith to the Univer- and striped ,ie. He campleted the
pest three years. Ile is listed ert II. Welch, Jr., the society's
sity of Mississippi at Oxford in his registration papers in
about as a junior.
founder.
f 962. The enrollment of Mere- 15 minutes and then walked
There was no outward sign of
to
dith, the first Negro at "Ole the main administrataion
build- tension and white students did
Miss," touched off rioting that ing to pay his enrollment fees. not
appear much concerned Know Your Negro History
killed two men and injured
On the way, he stopped brief- about the desegregation
of Most Latin American costascores.
ly at one point to chat with the 8-"year-old land grant
in- tries freed their slaves in the
llolmes, a transfer student, three white students, lie also stitution.
mid-19th century.
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BIRTHDAY PARTY - A birthday party was given recently by Mrs. Rosetta Richardson of 182 Silver Age for her
daughter, Gwendolyn LaFay. Pictured are twenty-two of
the little smiling faces that enjoyed the wonderful affair.
They are (kneeling left to right) Gwendolyn F. Jackson,
Sandra Stevenson, Gwendolyn LaFay Richardson (honor-

Phylis Johnson, Donald Green, and 011ie Brown (sitting); On back row left to right are Janice F. Johnson,
Renita C. Conners, Jackie Christian, Albert D. Brown,
1,inda Green. Mar', A. Broun, Jesse I,. Richardson. Jr.,
Clancy M. Devine, Bradford Richardson, Linda Williams,
Ronald Green and Cassandra Robinson.

Less Rights Talk, More
Education, Wilkins
CINCINNATI -(NP1)-"It's cation to stimulate Negro en- the convention included: Mrs.
time to start talking less about raiment in college, just as
Katherine Smith, Meharry Medicivil rights at educational con- business recruits, ferret out the
ferences and devote more time Negro students of outstanding cal College, Nashville; Walter
to discussions of expanding edu- intellectual ability, and desegre- Sellers, Central State College,
cational epportunities to the gate faculties so that Negroes Wilberforce, Ohio; Mrs. Thelma
Negro," declared Roy Wilkins, are hired on the basis of ability, T. Gorham, Florida A&M
UniNAACP executive director to not tokenism.
members of the American col- "If the experience of white versity, Tallahassee; Porterlege Public Relations associa- students is to be broadened for field Bradby, Knoxville, Tenn.;
tion last week.
a democratic, multi-racial so- Harlee Hill, Livingstone ColSpeaking before a general ciety," the NAACP executive lege, Petersburg, Va.;
session of the convention attend- declared, "they must know more Mrs. Frances M. Henderson,
ed by approximately 750 re- of Negro history. They must Morgan State College, Baldpresentatives of college public know that black feet held at more; Dr. Curtis A. Wood,
relations and development pro- Valley Forge."
Prairie View, Texas; W. E.
grams for leading institutions Wilkins underscored the need Scott, Philander Smith College,
throughout the nation, Wilkins of remedial programs in col- Little Rock; W. E. McCleary,
was a member of a three-man leges to meet the needs of "p0- Texas
Southern
University,
panel, whose topic was "Toward tentially-able and average Ne- Houston; Robert Radcliffe, Le.
Equal Educational Opportuni- gro students." lie also pointed Moyne College, Louisville, Ky.;
ties."
out the need for urban colleges E. W. Hawkins, Fort Valley
Wilkins said "Southern col- to operate with greater aware- State College, Fort Valley, Ga.;
leges should widen admissions ness of their social responsibill. Benny Cole, Southern Universiof Negroes in the South, and ties."
ty, Baton Rouge. I.a.; and FranNegro colleges must administer "Urban colleges must help," cis Norman, Xavier University,
to the needs that exist in their he said. "Because 73 per cent of New Orleans.
areas." Of the latter, he said the Negroes in the United States
that if they do this "they will live in urban centers. It is up to
not go out of existence."
urban colleges to help."
He challenged predominantly Representatives of predominwhite institutions of higher edit- antly Negro collpees attending

Show Integration Gains
Since '64 Rights Act
WASHINGTON - (NP1) - ecutive director, Southern ChrisGovernment officials and civil tian Leadership Conference,
rights leaders reportedly are in said: "The great masses of Neagreement that in the first year groes, North and South, have
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, not been affected by the law.
more racial bias has been eli- "While we are pleased with
minated than in the previous de- the success, we have to say
cade.
that it was largely a middleThe success of the act in re- class victory that opened the
moving legal barriers in the door for more pressures."
South however, has increased Pointing out that while lesthe necessity of attacking much sening discrimination for many
more difficult problems - such Negroes, frustrations have been
as de facto segregation, sub- building up among urban Nestandard housing and wages groes in the North and rural Neand unemployment.
groes in the South - the groups
The Rev. Andrew Young, ex- less affected by the law.

ENJOY THE SUMMER
A delightful time of the year. Enloy Nature at her best...
filled with promise. Just as

promises you finest selection, top value Used Cars. The
price will make it easy. Terms too. Sea today!
'56 DODGE
4-dr. sedan, auto. trans., radio, heatstr, pow.r steering,
fact, air, perfect mechanical condition.
'61 VALIANT y.200
Station wagon, auto. trans., radio, heater.
$55S
'62 PLYMOUTH
Station wagon, V-8, auto. trans., radio, heater, fact. air.
$695
'61 FALCON
4-dr. sedan, auto. trans., radio, heater, air cond.
•
'60 DODGE
6-cyl., std. trans., radio, heater, perfect condition.
$2495
'64 PLYMOUTH
Sport Fury convertible, V-8, auto. trans., radio, heater,
warranty.
in
factory
whitewalls.
Still
new
steering,
power
.51095
'62 FORD
Foirlone, V-8, standard shift, radio andheatrir.
$1195
'58 VOLKSWAGEN CAMPER
$1695
.'63 DODGE
440 2-dr. hardtop, auto. trans., radio, heater, power steer.ing. Solid red inside and out.
$1195
'62 PLYMOUTH
4-dr. station wagon, 6 cyl., auto. trans., radio, heater.
$1095
'62 DODGE
Lancer GT 2-dr. tici•atop, auto. trans., radio, heater, w.w.
tires, 225 engine, like new.
$995
'62 DODGE
Automatic transmission, R8H, 6-cylinder, whitewall tires.
$2195
'64 FORD
Custom OO, 4-dr. sedan, V-8, auto. trans., radio, h•oter,
air cond.
'61 VOLKSWAGEN VAN
Perfect mechanical condition.

All Churches
Clubs
•
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.

Big capacity round porcelain tub,
extrl large wringer rolls, I firm, 1
flexible, adjust to all fabrics. Sedi:rent trap captures dirt, powerful
sgitator action.

Big capacity round porcelain tub,
extra large wringer roll, 1 firm,
flexible, adjust to all fabrics, Sediment ',rap captures dirt, powerful
agitator action.

236 South Wellington
Post Office Box 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free" Of Any
charges.

How Memphis'and
Shelby County's
new low electric
rates compare
with other cities

Madill 0E102

Vie carry complete lire of GENUINE MAYTAG PARTS
For Any Maytag Washer or Dryer Up to 40 Years Old

6 great washers...with different features but
all with the same famous Maytag dependability

1.302

A202

RESIDENTIAL ELECTRICAL POWER-MONTHLY BILLING
250 KWH
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
5.00
West Memphis, Arkansas . 7.53
Southaven, Mississippi . . 7.64
Little Rock, Arkansas
7.92
Jackson, Mississippi
7.54
St. Louis, Missouri
7.25
New Orleans. Louisiana
7.17
Atlanta, Georgia
6.10
Birmingham, Alabama
5 51
Dallas, Texas
7.67
Louisville, Kentucky
6.20
Chicago. Illinois
7.56

Maytag's Halo of Heist surrc.inds
clothes with gentle even heat, ending hot spats. Big capacity porcelain coated drum won't snag, zinc
co ated cabinet protected against
rust.

6.90
9.78
9.58
11.70
9.48
10.37
12 51
8.60
8 73
10.51
895

10.64

7.90
13.53
12 33
14 57
12 23
14 25
16S9
11 40
11 73
15.02
13.0$
13.72

8.90
17.28
15 08
17.45
14 98
18.62
20 68
14 20
14 73
19 58
18.05
18.25

Average Bills for Cities of 2500 Population or More
I
500 KWH
750 _KWH
1000 KWH
_
10.6114.51

250 KWH
-7.43-

Memphis rates effective January 1,1965. All other rates from Federal
Power Commission "Typical Electric Sills -1964" representing rates
in ellen January I, 1964.

Maytag dependability. for a
low-budget price. Large load
capacity. Clothes-brirntening
gyiatoam washing action.

Special soak cycle for heavily
sailed clothes. Fabric softener
Oispenser. Lint filter agitator.
Water level control.

A702

5505

Loaded with work-saving
extras at modest price. 2
speeds. New soak cycle. Fabric
softener dispenser. Metered
till.

•

Still in small-budget class. 6
wash cycles. 2 speeds tor all
fabrics. Cold water wash. Porteam enamel top and lid.

features. Pre-wash and
soak cycle with automatic
advance into regular washing
cycle. Automatic bleach dispenser.
CuSfom

Ultimate in .washing ease.
Push the button in this automated Maytag that matches
:he load, and the washer does
the rest automatically. New
softener dispenser and automatic bleach dispenser.
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Phone 324-4408

R. G. Kinkle
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Plenty of Free Parking
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A Prayer Answered
their knowledge and improve
their abilities. This also would
help teachers displaced by school
integration to acquire the skills
they need to find new jobs.
The current thinking in the
Administration is to pay recruits in the teachers' corps the
salaries that prevail in the areas
to which they are assigned. This
would entail an expenditure of
several millions of dollars annually if the program goes forward on the scale the President
envisions.
Mr. Johnson's proposals, unquestionably, give fresh evidence of his deep concern for
the unfortunate, the persecuted and the poor.
It is inconceivable that a nation as blessed with natural resources, as rich in material possessions and as gifted in industrial know-how, as the United
States should have to conjure
up magic incantation to remove
the curse of poverty and racial
proscription from its social organism.
If anyone can achieve that
miracle, LBJ has the magic
wand with which to do it. He
has already earned his place in
history.

Christian Soldier
priests and even the lay congregation in the epic struggle for
social justice and human equality.
Chicago, like Selma, has confirmed segregationists hiding
behind the holy cloth in order
to better infect their disciples
with their maladive sophistry.
The priests and nuns, who
have both the spiritual and physical fortitude to be identified
with the movement of contemporary history are fostering
Christian brotherhood at a pace
and level beyond the comprehension of reactionary and morally dishonest superiors.
These arrogant and soulless
bishops must be exposed and
exiled. They are no assets to the
Church. They forgot that Christ
died to make men free.

Only
In
America
By HARRY GOLDEN

The Public School
I remember that the principal of Public School 20 on the
Lower East Side of New York
was a tall, bearded gent by the
name of Colonel Robert Smith,
who had lost an eye in the Civil
War. What a thrill it was for
immigrant boys to feel so close
to American history! We did
not realize then the proportions
of Col. Smith's true heroism.
We did not know that we
were part and parcel of the most
successful experiment in the
history of h u man relations.
Smith and his teachers were turning immigrants
into citizens and they were doing it within a single generation.
Not Rome, not Greese, not
Alexandria, no nation ever welcomed the stranger, let alone
made the stranger at home. But
the American public school system did this.
True, they had for material
the zeal of the immigrant himself, the stranger who wants so
desperately to resemble the native, but there were the teachers, too.
Remembering these pioneers,
Smith and the teachers who
taught with him, we must ask
what has happened? Such pioneers deserve better from a nation with the greatest facilities
ever developed.
We have many serious problems today. For one thing we
must again regard the individual teacher as a person with an
individual mind, an individual
sensitivity.
A serious matter is this desperation concerning admission
to college. Why should ever y
high school graduate worry for
two years whether an American

college has room for him?
Twenty years ago when the
veterans inundated the colleges
at the end of World War II, we
knew our higher institutions
were inadequate. They are more
inadequate than ever now.
More than 50 years ago Governor Aycock, known as the education governor of North Carolina, set out to conquer illiteracy in our state. Today North
Carolina still has nearly one
half million illiterates and, mind
you, these are Tar Heels, many
of them Covenanteers, w h ose
ancestors later died for the Confederacy.
But schoolbooks still must be
purchased, a terrible tax and
poor punishment to the poor.
We have no immediate solution
and we have no kindergarten
system at all.
Over 50 years ago Governor
Aycock dreamt of a school system which can produce bi-lingual students within a decade.
Today the first year of college
is dedicated to teaching hundreds and hundreds of 18-yearolds how to write a simple declarative sentence.
Another serious problem is
the invention of fear into the
lives and careers of the teachers. When I was a boy the parents were frightened of the
teachers. Today the teachers are
frightened of the parents.
Scared to death. And since
the parents have become so tremendously involved with the
public school something like 27
teachers have been assaulted in
their classrooms, two fatally.
And not a single one of the students has ever been wounded as
far as I could discover.

4••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••VD**NON***4411

Peace Efforts
with cultural leaders in a 10day visit sponsored by the Fellowship of Reconciliation.
This is the organization, last
April, that sent to President
Johnson an appeal signed by
16, 916 Protestant ministers,
saying "Stop the bombing
now."
What is not clear in the
minds of the peace seekers in
that Communist aggression
cannot be allowed to intimidate
and suppress the popular will
for political independence and
freedom. And what's more
America must honor her commitments if she is to justify
her claim to world leadership.
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That world peace sprinvs
eternal from the human breast
is et tested by ceaseless effor's
to reconcile the belligerents in
the present military confrontation in outheast Asia.
Despite the rebuff administered by Peking and Moscow to
the Commonwealth Peace Mission, a team of nine American
clergymen - Protestant, Roman
Catholic and Jewish-left New
York a few days ago for Saigon on a non-military and nonpolitical mission, hopeful of
finding some contacts that
might conceivably lessen the
escalating military action there.
They will talk with Budhists
and Roman Catholic clergy and
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The participation of Protestant Ministers, Jewish Rabbis
and Catholic Priests and Nuns
in demonstrations and marches
for civil rights has done much
to increase r esp ec t for the
Christian Church and widen its
circle of influence.
R a ci a 1 segregation is too
great a scourge for the Church
to remain indifferent. The most
reassuring aspect was the picture of humble and hitherto
drastically secluded priests and
nuns mingling their convictions
and voices with those of the Negro masses to "overcome" the
evil practices of segregation.
Some of the Catholic bishops
in the Chicago diocese appear
to be not in sympathy with the
Negro cause, hence their open
disinclination to inspire and encourage participation by their

Jackie
Robinson
Says

tios

"The South's Indspondent Weekly"

For weeks we had been pleading on this page for the security of Negro teachers w hose
professional career had been
threatened with ex t in ct io n.
Through clandestine manipulations, state and local school
boards in the South tossed a
goodly number of Negro teachers out of the classrooms as Negro pupils are absorbed in the
integration process.
This freezing out stratagem
had become escalated to an
alarming dimension. It became
a national travesty that because
of school integration, Negro
teachers by the hundreds were
losing their jobs.
It was therefore with a sigh
of relief that President Johnson's Address to the National
Education Association proposing a National Teachers Corps
to help teachers, was greeted in
the Madison Square Garden.
The loudest applause, according to the New York Times,
came when the President mentioned the civil rights of Negro
teachers.
He said also that he would
support a fellowship program
for elementary and secondary
teachers so they could replenish
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Disturbing Presence
PARIS — Dollar Brand, the
brilliant South African jazz pianist and composer, was entrancing London last month,
but has now headed for America for the first time to appear
at the Newport Jazz Festival.
Londoners were still talking
about the-exciting flop of James

Baldwin's "Blues for Mister
Charlie" there.
When I got to Copenhagen, I
found the colored Canadian pianist Oscar Peterson, drawing
overflow jazz audiences in the
beautiful Tivoli Gardens, a park
in the heart of town unique in
the world for loveliness of foun-

Now, here again comes good
old Barry Goldwater, the darling of the Conservative Cause.
He is honorary chairman of
a new organization which shall
be nameless here — and which
is headed by his good old campaign manager Dennis Kitchell.
The new organization has announced that it will be somewhat different from the John
Birch Society. But then you
would expect that kind of announcement. We have no doubts
as to what kind of organization
is intended. As long as good old
Barry holds the reins, we can
confidently anticipate that the
organization will be as white as
possible, as opposed to progress
as--fossible, as contrary about
civil rights as possible.
Barry says he will run for reelection to the U. S. Senate.
Several Barry-type Dixie Republicans have demonstrated in
recent weeks that the Goldwater threat has not departed from
us.
And, out in California, Ronald Reagan, who used to be

known as a liberal, is preparing
to ask the electorate to name
him governor of the state. He
is following the same political
line adopted by Barry-loving
George Murphy.
All we have to say is that if
the American public is stupid
enough to let Barry fool them
once again, then the American
public deserves him and his
weird brand of radical conservatism.
We assume that most Negroes who have any self-respect
and any genuine love for their
country and what little freedom
we are gaining in this country,
will not touch the Goldwater organization with a ten foot pole.
But we should do infinitely more
than abstain.
In California and everywhere
else in this land, we ought to
redouble our efforts to register
and vote in such overwhelming
numbers that the clobbering
Barry took last time will seem
like a slap on the wrist to the
drubbing he or any of his satellites will get in any future efforts.

tains and tulips, theatres and
concert halls, charming restaurants, and a variety of paid and
free entertainments, from tumbling acrobats on the lawn to outdoor ballet. Miriam Makeba followed Peterson into the Tivoli.
All over Europe this summer
there are many colored people
everywhere, American and African actors, artists, students,
and just plain tourists, hailing
from not only Harlem but the
far-flung reaches of the U.S.A.,
the Caribbean, and the newly
freed countries of Africa. And
both London and Paris ha v e
many permanent Negro residents of various nationalities.
The Boulevard Saint Michel
these days looks almost like
New York's upper Central Park
West in variety of complexions
at the crowded sidewalk cafe
tables. The Algerian and Tunisian Arabs resemble Manhattan's Puerto Ricans. The French
speaking Africans, and those
from Martinique and Guadalupe look like Harlemites. And
there are hundreds of little Vietnamese, golden colored and of
what political persuasion, North
or South, I do not know. The
French do not seem worried by
this influx of color one way or
another.
From all I could gather in
London, the British, however,
are a bit worried. It seems that
England at the moment is being "colonized in reverse" by
its dark er one-time subjects
from the Empire's former colonial possessions.
Just as white Britishers once
poured into Barbadoes and Jamaica and the Gold Coast and
Kenya. so now West Indians
and Africans are seeking the
bosom of the once Mother Country. And the Mother Country is
finding on its hands something
of a developing color problem —
nowhere near as obvious a n d
acute as America's but nevertheless beginning, it seems, to
take root. And now that Britain, has, all of a sudden, a Ku
Klux Klan, fiery crosses, sheets
and hoods, the time for alarm
has come.
But on the surface in the
places I visited, London, Oxford
and Leeds, race relations seemed more pleasant. Darker folks
were staying in the best hotels
in Mayfair, and dining in restaurants from the f am o us
Simpson's to the cheaper ones
in Soho. Courtesy was everywhere.
Both London and Paris seem
to have integrated Negroes into public employment in a big
way — bus drivers, conductorettes, postmen, custom men of
color at the airports, taxi drivers, policemen — particularly
in Paris where I saw a black cop
directing traffic on the Champs
Elysees.
Negro blues singers and rock

and roll performers are popular all over Europe. In the win- ak
dows of music shops from Rome to Munich and Copenhagen, the
faces of Ray Charles, Dizzy Giliespie and numerous other
American artists look out from
colorful album c ov er s. And
Louis Armstrong is enormous- ly popular.
In Denmark they say his popularity rivals their King's — a
most democratic monarch whom
his subjects adore, and who
goes to movies like ordinary
folk.
The lovely Negro model, Nece
Harper from New York, lives
in' Copenhagen where her husband, the set and costume designer, recently joined her after his Australian tour with the
Alvin Ailey Dance T h ea tr e
which has been hailed with bravos in Europe as well as in the
Far East.
Two young American Negro':
dancers, Mills and Crutchfield,
conduct a successful modern
:
dancing school in Copenhagen:
and fly over to Stockholm periodically to give master classes
there. In Germany these days
almost every municipal opera
house has American Negro singers on its roster.
Lawrence Winters is in Ham- .
burg, Therman Bailey sings in
Cologne, Charlotte Holloman is
at Stuttgart, and in the Berlin
opera there are a half dozen
Negro singers, including Gloria
Davey, Vera Little, and Barry
McDaniel.
Colored concert artists performing both lieder and spirituals in Germany include William •
Pearsin in Cologne and Hartwell Mace in Frankfort. The col- ,
ored composer and actor. Robert Owens, lives in Munich, est
does the music critic. Durrell
Echols, covering events for the
German press.
The radio commentator, Gould
Maynard, formerly in charge of
the Urban League program in
New York, now works in radio
in Munich. The singing actress,
Olive Wakefield, lives in Vienna, as does the actor George
Goodman.
The European company of
Baldwin's "Amen Corner" was
not a critical success in Paris,
but otherwise received such a
warm welcome from the Parisians that the cast met, that half
of them say when their tour is
done, they want to come back to
France for a sojourn. Baldwin
gave a "downhome" party for
the cast at Haynes' famous
"soul food" restaurant in Montt
marte where star Claudia Mc- ,
Neil presided over ft table load- ed with barbecued spareribs,
southern fried chicken and chitterlings,
"Just like home," said Clan.
dia, 'except for the champagne."
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JACKSON, Tenn. — Applica- Senior high teachers will take
tions for an In-Service Institute Introduction to Modern Algebra
o Mathenuties to be held at during the first half
of the year,
Lane College beginning in Sep- and Fundamental Concepts of
tember are still being received. Geometry during the latter
half.
Anyone who is interested in at- Prof. John Douglass, Jr. will
tending should contact Dr. Her- teach the senior high courses.
man Stone, Jr., Director of the
CREDITS OFFERED
Institute.
Classes will be held on SaturThe institute, which is 611D- days from 9 A.M. to 12
noon.
ported by a $12,580 grant from Persons who successfully
comthe National Science Founda- plete the course will be
granted
tion, is designed to improve the six semester credits
in mathecompetence of secondary school matics. Although the primary
teachers of mathematics and purpose of the institute
is to
science.
better prepare teachers, it may
Any person who teaches, or have other advantages for
inwill be teaching next year, at dividual teachers.
least one class in mathematics
The credits may be applied
in grades seven through 12, is toward meating graduation
reeligible. Seventh and eighth quirements, meeting
certifigrade teachers in most schools cation requirements
in mathin this area with grades one ematics, renewal
of Temporary
through eight meet the mini- Teachers Certificate, or renewurn requirements. Principals al of the Teachers Professional
are also eli- Certificate.
gible.
OPEN TO ALL
TWO COURSES
Participants will not be
Ten separate courses will be charged tuition and fees
since
conducted for junior and senior this is enderwritten in the NSF
high
teachers, respectively. grant. In addition, each particiJunior high teachers will have pant will be given an allowance
a course ia Modern arithmetic, for books and will be reimbursed
which will include such top- for transportation COsts. The
ics as: (a) Set Notation, (b) maximum allowed is
seven
Counting Numbers and Proper- cents per mile.
ties of Addition, (c) Number
In selecting individuals for
Theory and (d) Fractions and participation and othanvise
in
Rational Numbers.
the administration of the instiThe course will also include tute, Lane College will not
dissome trigonometry and geo- criminate on the grounds of the
metry. The junior high course race, creed, color, or national
will be taught by Mrs. R. II. origin of any applicant or parPorter.
ticipant.
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Local Artist Deals
'With Cosmos In Work

Richard Holmes (center) seems to be almost unnoticed as he stands in
line to pay his entrance fees after registering at previously all-white

Mississippi State University in Starkville. There were no incidents during
his registration. Min Telephoto)

Will Racism Kill Commonwealth?

LONDON — (ANPI) — On the Zealand were in bitter opposi- On this issue, there can be no
bor government is under presday after the Commonwealth tion to their own Labour Par- doubt that the majority opinion
sure for a change of policy from
HORACE KING
dramatic than in any other
Prime Minister's Conference ties, who claim partnership in the Labor movement is in
paintings. This style enhances
concluded its work in London, with Wilson's party.
favor of economic measures as its rank and file. The ConserHorace King, _assistant prinvatives are united in support of
the shapes that are used.
a significant article appeared Wilson
would like to make a a first step to express British reaction. The Commonwealth
cipal at Lincoln Junior High
in the Sunday Express. The au- multi-racial
Reginald Morris, former art
Commonwealth an opposition to the policies of both as an instrument for progress
School recently had some of his
thor was Max Aitken, son of the instrument
instructor at Lemoyne college,
for peace and co- Rhodesia and South Africa. The in the world can be saved if
paintings on exhibit at one of
late Lord Beaverbrook who incommented that Mr. King
operation in the world. But, Conservatives, on the other the leaders of the Labor govthe clubs in Memphis. Several
herited the Express newspaper
paintings "represent the nawhile he may have succeeded hand, are ready to make corn- ernment learn the lessons
of the paintings dealt with the
of
group from his father. The arture of our age." He added that
in persuading some of his re- mon cause with Ian Smith, and, the London conference. There
cosmos.
ticle called blunty for a re- luctant
"he has assembled the forces
colleagues in the Brit- while claiming opposition to the can be little doubt that a fuHis painting, "Midnight San- of life and man's concept of the
constitution of a white Comish Cabinet that support for the Apartheid laws, to support the ture Conservative government
guine" suggests a kind of cos- infinite in symbolic form." And
monwealth.
United States in Vietnam can South African government.
would be under strong pressure
mic perfection. The idea of "his work will gain a deminsion
"The other countries," said go hand in hand with efforts Thus the basic position is the
Cosmic Perfection reveals ab- that will win for him a
Aitken, "were troublemakers to secure peace, the argument same as over Vietnam; the La- to take the path demanded by
place
By ROSEMARIE TYLER BROOKS
Aitken.
straction based on human inner among the gifted few who have
who should he shown thr door." had no weight with the Africonsciousness.
Washington Correspondent
Aitken wants to exclude any can, Asiatic and West Indian
left a legacq of richness to all
member of the Commonwealth members of the Com mo nThere have been many pro- culture.
tests against abstraction and
who does not support the West wealth.
Other painting that were on
against Communism and he deexpressionism in contemporary exhibit were, "Still Life with President Johnson: The Old
way."
The clumsy way in which the;
art, but Mr. King does an un- Vase," "Aqua Kiss,"
Pat Harris, native of Mattoon, clares that "mutual trust can- idea of a Commonwealth peace
"Scene Magician
not flourish when Western demusually good job in handling Not," "Night Skyline,"
mission was handled with Men"For- Washington has been an ex- Illinois was sworn in and first ocracies,
neutralists, and left
Abstract
Expressionism
or est on Monday," and "Antiqui- citing week:
suddenly, there called "ambassador" b u t wing tyrannies are gathered zies, who is sending troops to
what is commonly called Action ty."
Vietnam against the united opare new faces, new ideas and could not hold the spotlight round one table.
Painting.
position of the Australian LaMr. King lives at 1872 Glenlong for just the day before
The author's father was the bour and trade union moveHe also has a unique way of view Street with his wife the new appointees pouring into the President
had appointed a
Johnson
Ad ministration
great protagonist of the Empire. ments as Wilson's main supporrIcing with color. In his "Re- Former Dora Cursey, and their the
fine career diplomat (a "broAt one time he tried to create ter, has tended to obscure the
usse," he used colors more two children, Kyle and Kraig. with much the same force of
ther") Hugh Smythe, as envoy
By Whitney M. Young,
Niagara falling.
a new political movement with fact that the policy of the
to
Sierra
Leone!
Within one week we lost
National Urban League
a
British,
policy
Australian
of
free
and
trade
New;
in
the
Em• • •
Carl Rowan as director of USpire and a tariff wall against Zealand governments was deExecutive Directo.Washington
lawyer, William the rest of the world. But Lord cisively defeated.
IA, but says Mr. Rowan he will
B.
Bryant
was
given a federal Beaverbrook's idea of Empire Had the Prime minister,
be around until the new director
"becomes
acquainted." judgeship. His is a significant was a group of white dominions from the beginning, taken the
appointment
for unlike one D. and vast territories under co- line of the Commonwealth maestiRowan
C. lawyer he did little touting lonial domination, whose raw jority — condemnation of the
mates this will
for
his job. Immensely compe- materials, cheap labor and cap- United States bombing, negotiaThe strange fact that most ed, because Stalin and
be around Oct.
Hitler
tent, the new judge is best tive markets could be exploit- tions with the South Vietnam Negroes cannot trace
1, but
the
their had signed their infamous nonCLEVELAND, Ohio — (UPI) great for financial gain.
ed
Liberation
at
will.
the
Freet
aud
known for winning the famous
letiilf amily history back to aggression
Pr esipact. But this tune
— The attractive wife of pro
Mrs. Barbara Ayres was the dent
Mallory Case which stopped D. A Commonwealth of free, Geneva agreement as a basis, the "old country" is one of the
could
changed radically as soon as
football star Jim Brown was third witness called by the proC. policemen from making "in- equal, nations of different color he could really have emerged most formidable reasons for the
very
shortwell
Hitler's
tanks rolled across the
bared from testifying in de- secution and spent about 45
vestigative arrests that and creeds had no place in his as a peacemaker.
abject failure of the Communist Soviet frontier.
fense of her husband in his as- minutes on the stand Monday. en or lengthen
seem to happen to more poor or his son's concept of empire. Similar considerations apply Party to penetrate the civil
time.
the
And
By
the
outbreak of the Kosault and battery trial.
Mainly she was asked about the
people and Negroes than any And now his son has said it to the Rhodesian problem. The rights movement or shake their rean
who are we to
War in 1950, the party's
Commonwealth majority was in
Mrs. Sue Brown, mother of circumstances surrounding her
other particular group!
publicly.
loyalties.
quarrel
if
as
a
slavish
chase
after Moscow's
favor of a clear cut decision
three children, was the first de- daughter's relationship
with
syndicatThe U. S. House District This generated the underlying that there must he united op- • During Hitler's rise to power, twirling coattails with its alfense witness called by defense Brown and the night of the
dish
the
Nazi
at
Committee
the
London
Bund
still
Conference
attracted
gets
columnist,
ed
most
mad
throngs
adaily
twists
position to Ian Smith's threats
and turns, had
attorney Norman Minor. But alleged beating.
bout the ruling, and the police of the Commonwealth Prime to declare independence f o r of German-Americans to its ral- totally discredited it in the NeROWAN
the prosecution argued that Mrs. Ayres testified she had and book auMinisters. At former conferenc- white minority
lies
in
our
big
department
cities.
"double"
fully
inAlthough
abetted
his
thor
gro
can
he
community.
by
the
The few rerule, with adMrs. Brown was ineligible be- asked Brown to stay away from
Congressman still claim the in- es, the leadership of Britain equate safeguards for all sec nearly all German-Americans maining Negro Communist
cause she had been in the court- her daughter, and also admitted come!
arrests
enabled and the older white dominions, tions of the Rhodesian people. loyally repected Hitler as soon Party members dropped their
room during jury selection and under Minor's questioning that Before we could catch our vestigative
Australia, Canada, and New The compromise
resolution that as they discovered his global membership. And only one of
opening statements.
Brenda was difficult to manage. breath, the young and hand- them to perform more effiZealand was tacitly accepted there must be a period for dis- designs, their nostalgia and re- the score of turncoats that fell
ciently!
Ail woman judge, after an A police photographer also some native of D.C. Maj. Hugh
and the new members were cussion and that Britain must spect for Germany made them, for North Korean
Wht-minute conference, re- testified, identifying for the Robinson was appointed mili- Hah!
brainwashing
very conscious of their econom- judge when the time is ripe for a time, susceptible to Bund was Negro.
minded Minor that he had re- court photographs of the injuries tary aide to the President. A Despite the metropolitan poic independence.
for a constitutional conference, recruiters and rallies.
Negro troops in Korea, partiquested separation of witnes- Miss Ayres alleged were caus- quick call to Connie Girard, lice of the nation's capital,
The first break came with the merely shelved the problem.
Likewise Russian-Americans. cularly in the bleak, early days
ses early in the trial and upheld ed by Brown's beating.
George Reedy's former secre- poor people, people without in. expulsion
of South Africa and The conference, however, did The Communist Party here of the war, distinguished themthe prosecution.
A one-hour conference took tary and the CHICAGO DE. fluence, and Negroes rightly this year,
bring
the
British government grew to record membership selves gallantly. Many
the commitment of
Browns regarded as one of the up what had been scheduled
saw in
as FENDER learned Maj. Robin- or wrongly do not face false Britain, Australia, and New sharply against the realities of during the era
of U.S.-Soviet the Korean invasion not only
all-time great backs in the Na- a brief morning session.
A re- son hasn't reported for his first arrests without full legal pro- Zealand to the American pol- the situation. Either it must "good
feeling during World War a naked power attack against
tional Football League, plead- cess of the conference was calltection—thanks to the newest icies in Vietnam
day of work yet.
and Dominics take common cause with Africa II. Americans of Russian ex- a small country but
ed innocent to beating 18-year- ed to permit Judge Krupansky
the dawn
!Presidential appointment!
•••
against
the
brought
survivals
the
of
clash
white
into the open.
traction cheered Moscow's con- of a new attitude by their own
old Brenda Ayres during an all- to attend the funeral of the
domination
The
division
and
exploitation
emerged
or
just
as
night date at a motel the night mother of her bailiff. The
tributions to the war effort and nation toward Negro fighting
three- There was little time to disbe repudiated by the majority some took
The two lawyers pose inter- acutely over Rhodesia.
of June 19. The jury trial be- hour afternoon session
out party cards.
men.
was cuss this because Judge Thurof
the
Commonwealth
.
Harold
Monday.
ago
week
esting
a
Wilson
gan
was caught on
subjects and cause one
Negro Americans, on the Only two years earlier, Preshortened in actual courtroom good Marshall of the U.S. Apof this dilemma As several of the African other hand, can't trace their sident Truman had
Minor called two cab drivers proceedings by the continued pellate Court in the second cir- to wonder if the President is the horns
issued his
There is no reason to believe prime ministers made clear, origins to any foreign country,
who testified that Miss Ayres morning conference and
historic executive order bananother cuit (N.Y., Conn., and Vt.) ushering in a "new" Negro — that
the situation cannot remain
he
shares
had ridden in their cabs June lengthy conference later
the
views
of
Max
unless you want to count Ala- ning racial bias in the armed
in the took a salary drop from $33,- rewarding the more substan- Aitken.
He must have been static.
20, hours after the girl claimed day.
bama and Mississippi. And services, and Negro troops felt
000 to $28,000 to become Solici- tive types, and avoiding the
the football star beat her. Both
acutely
aware
that the Prime
most that I know of do not that change was in the wind.
tor General, which makes him "yes, sir" Negroes.
said she showed no physical
have much nostalgic feeling for They were right.
the third ranking officer at the Or will the "new" Negroes Ministers of Australia and New
evidence of having been injur- tki
Governors Wallace and John- Formerly all-Negro units —
U.S. Dept. of Justice.
on the national scene become
ed.
son.
many which had been repeatMost of Washington estimates like many of the "old" ones ground: they work for LBJ.
Minor had announced last
Today, we share great pride edly wasted and humiliated
this is a stepping stone to the who in their desire to become And therein lies the limitaweek Brown would take the
in
the accomplishments of the during World War II — were
Supreme Court, and the man a part of the power structure tion. Neither man can produce
stand, although he was not reemerging African nations. But, integrated; more promotions
who won the school desegrega- sell out rather than DEAL for any more news, improve the
ed to do so, because he
as
no particular country is in- were made on merit rather
tion decision in 1954 deserves greater political participation Presidential image (it is reonally wanted to.
that will benefit the mass of ported Mr. Johnson wants this) NEW YORK (NPI) — Dr. volved, this concern and inter- than race; and the appetite of
rs. Brown, Monday made
no less!
Justice Arthur Goldberg at- The NAACP hierarchy were Negroes, which
est is comparatively general. colored troops for this new
her first appearance in the
represents and make the press any hap- Thomas W. Matthew has ancourtroom since the jury of tended AdIal E. Stevenson's delighted for judge Marshall their power base?
pier than the President wants. nounced an anti- loverty pro- Probably it is MOre like the equality proved voracious.
• ••
seven women and five men funeral without the slightest but very bitter about the
In the final
ject for Negroes that does not spiritual bond which American As the chains of Jim Crow
Catholics have for the Vatican began to snap, Negro troops
was completed last Wednesday. idea that he would be chosen
analysis; t h e
involve
nomination
week
The
public funds.
the
turned
out
to
be
so
rather than, say, the pride and civilians responded by a
She sat next to her husband as his successor in the United
press
Executive
exciting
conferdirector
SAME
of
that
DAY
of
by
the
Inmid-week,
and they conversed frequently Nations, a close friend said.
terfsith Health Association, the Italian-Americans had for Mus- display of even stronger loyalJudge -11 - P. speculation had even died a- ence is the aNewton Minow, former chair,
during a long recess.
physician said his nonprofit'solini until he poured the mus- ties than in the past. Racial
Col e m a n, about the sudden "leave of ab- rena for the
Minor said he would call man of the Federal Communiintegration had thus slammed
group will sell "economic lib- tard gas on the Ethiopians.
Missi
who
sence"
man
8that
calls
literate
George
Paula White, a 16-year-o 1 d cations Commission and once a
erty bonds" to buy and renovate So the Red recruiters startecT the door on the last of the
sippi segrega- Reedy took to be replaced by it. No more or
off
friend and confidant of Miss law partner of Stevenson's, said
with
one
very big strike party organizers and wary Neslum housing,
tionist. 0 n e'Bill Moyers, a journalist ma- no less. Reedy
Ayres. if the prosecution did he was with Goldberg through
:le plans a $2.75 million bond against them. They further gro leaders have spared no eftopofficial re- jor who turned to the ministry called
t h e
not. Corsi indicated he had no most of the services at Bloomantagonized
Negeres
by at- fort to keep them from infil•
drive, heChuse -the Negro has
membered his who became enamoured with game the way
plans to call Miss White, the ington, Ill.
been receiving the handout long tempting to grab the legal de- Grating the rights movement.
role with the the Peace Corps; a job he de- LBJ wanted it;
daughter of a woman employed "He is a cousin of my wife's
fense in a number of southern America's Negro citizens
enHouisgh'
Moyers can do
Mack
Parker sires to return to.
by Brown to handle fan mail and he was a friend of the
.group, has already re- trials of innocent Negroes. For don't need a Khrushchev or
case.
Some reporters were ready no more.
governor's (Stevenson) for
and similar chores.
novated a pilot project in Hollis, some, it meant the kiss-of-death. Kosygin to tell us that rats are
ofNo
in
one
Bill
say
to
Moyers
counsel
was
the
said he many Years," Minow said of
The defense
Through
all
Queens, involving some 100 And Negroes who didn't sus- biting our kids up in Harlem.
ficial
circles better press man at the outset. of this there
had not determined all of those Goldberg.
pect Red manipulation of the We've known all about it for
apartments.
doubted
t h e Being press secretary is a is the style of MARSIIALL
persons he might call as wit- Minow said "I think it's a
The rehabilitation work will be Scottsboro case for the purpos- some time now. And when the
nesses, nor the sequence in very wise appointment. He is Pres. Johnson outrage felt very delicate operation; per- Pres. Johnson
done by skilled hut unemployed es of anti-U.S. propaganda soon book is written 'on the story
one of the most skilled and by the civil righters was cal- haps, even hazardous under the old magician himself who Negro
which they would testify.
laborers,
learned the American Corn- of America's Negro citizens
The defense Implied in ques- patient negotiators in the coun- culated to lessen against the the demanding man now in the plays the greatest "now
-you- Bonds will he sold in dcnomin• munist Party was pro-Russian, think historians will record
ing last week of Miss Ayres try and I think he will bring impact of veteran civil right- White House. He is younger, see-it-now-you
-don't" game in atican up to $1,000 and will guar- not pro-Negro. I remember that, for loyalty, patience, and
the charge against Brown that very rare rapacity to arti- er Thurgood Marshall.
more quick to react than the country!
antee a return of S per cent for clearly how it advised Negroes patriotism, their record has
was lodged as part of a shake- culate the position of the Unit. As one militant put it, "The George Reedy, but
both Reedy And we haven't seen any- two year. and 6.5 per cent for in 1940 not to join the Army, been nothing short of miraculdown plot against the football ed States."
Lord giveth and He taketh a- and Moyers share common thing yet!
the next six years.
4
even as the war clouds darken- ous. ;
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RECOMMENDS THAT YOU ATTEND
SOME CHURCH EACH SUNDAY
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COLONIAL TAYSTEE
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CORN
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New Homemakers To Merge
With Future Homemakers
The Tennessee Association of has been a national organizaNew Homemakers of America tion for Negro pupils studying
concluded its final meeting at homemaking in states where
Tennessee A&I State University separate schools for Negroes
in Nashville on July 9, and it have been maintained.
marked the end of the All-Ne In addition to Tennessee,
other states which have had
gro organization.
The 4,602 member NHA will NHA chapters have included
now be merged into the pre- Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware,
Kentucky,
viously all-white Ttnnessee As- Florida, Georgia,
sociation of the Future Home- Louisiana, Maryland, MissisNorth
Carolina,
Oklamakers of America in 1965-66. sippi,
homa, Texas and Virginia.
The 20-year-old New HomeBefore 1945, most of the
makers of America camp, held
states had well-developed homeJuly 5-9, had as one of its primaking club programs of Texmary objectives the familiarizProgressive Homemakers of
ing of students and advisers as,
Progressive Homemakers of
with the organizational strucLouisiana, Young Homemakers
tures of the FHA through a
Mississippi and others.
Leadership Training Program. of
PREPARING HISTORY
Planning for the combining of The state adviser of the NHA,
the two organizations has been Miss Christine Alexander, is
extensive, and Miss Carolyn now at work preparing a hisPorter, State NHA president; tory of the soon-to-be defunct
Misses Joyce Scates, Ara Jack- organization.
son and Sandra Richardson, Future Homemakers of
presidents of the West, Middle America is made up of pupils
and East Tennessee Districts of studying homemaking in gradNHA respectively have been es from seven through 12 in the
named to the executive council USA and its Territories. Like
of FHA.
NHA, it is a private, non-profit
In addition to instruction in organization and
cooperates
FHA structure, the girls were with the Office of Education,
taught modern dancing, art U. S. Department of Health,
crafts, music, swimming and Education and Welfare and the
horseback riding.
America Home Economics asCHARM CLASSES
sociation in promoting home
One of the most popular acti- economics study and instrucvities with the teenagers was tions.
Charm classes taught by Mrs. State FHA
adviser
Miss
Lillian Thomas of Pearl High Mabel Yates and Regional adschool, Nashville, and Mrs. visers Mrs. Orissa Simpson
Dorothy Brady, of Tennessee Miss Gertrude Blye and Mrs.
State.
Elizabeth Chatman participatSince its inception in 1945, the ed in the Leadership Training
New Homemakers of America Program on the TSU campus.

SYRACUSE — (UPI) — The
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. proposed a Bill of Rights for
he disadvantged to give them
tools with which to enjoy equal
opportunities.
King, arriving more than an
hour late for an , address at
Syracuse University, left immediately afterward. He said
such a bill of rights would give
disadvantagee families direct
payments to eliminate the gap
between the families' actual annual income and the level of
subsistence.
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SIGNS

NEGRO CONSULTANT
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company awaiting his turn. Looking on,
the action took place in the East Elmhurst,
N. it% headquarters of H. Posner, is Walter
E. Reiter, an associate. Drew is a native
of Iowa, and an alumnus of the Lewis Institute and Pohs Business Institute in Chicago. A former promotional director for the
Tommy Honey Band, Drew has been the
originator of some of the most successful
community and newspaper promotions in
NYC.

'fhe multi-million-dollar H. Posner Cosmetics Co., with distribution centers in every
major city in the world, signed a Negro
consultant to a five-figure contract. This
marks the first time that the $10,000,000
plus company has employed a Negro in
this capacity, although they specialize in
products for the Negro market. Kenneth
Drew (left) the newly-retained consultant
signs the contract; with Hamilton I. Posner (center) president and founder of the
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3511 Park at Highland

973 So. Third
at Walker
1378 Hollywood at
Chelsea
4321 Summer Avenue
3362 Summer Nationa
1578 Lamar Ave.

HOGUE &KNOTT

Mom Raps
Jim Brown
In Court

The program also would provide free quality education and
broad health services, he seg
gested.
The civil rights leader said
equal opportunity is not enough.
With it must come practical,
rem listic aid which will equip
'IT TOOK A LOT OF DYING'
man to enjoy it.
altered voter qualifications in a special sesMississippi NAACP Field Secretary Char"Giving a pair of shoes to a
sion in view of pending federal voting legisles Evers, registers to vote at the Hinds
man who has not yet learned to
lation. Evers is the brother of slain civil
County Courthouse, Jackson, on a new
walk is indeed a cruel jest," he
rights leader Medgar Evers, felled by an
simplified voter registration form. The form
told a dinner gathering.
assassin's bullet. (UPI elephoto)
was provided by the state legislature which
l(!ng also said the civil rights
movement should receive the
law, charged anti -Negro bias
same attention as the Viet Naml
in hiring by New Orleans firms.
war and the excise tax.
Ile said there are no delays WASHINGTON — (UPI) — discrimination against 10 busi- The NAACP charged the labor
unions with maintaining racialhi those matters such as exists The National Association for nesses and 5 labor unions.
in dealing with the problem of the Advancement of Colored Seven of the complaints, ly separate locals or seniority
desegregation.
People filed complaints of job filed under the new civil rights lists.

CLEVELAND — (UPI) —An
assault and battery trial against football star Jim Brown
resumed with testimony from
Mrs. Barbara Ayres that she
asked the Cleveland Browns'
fullback three times to stop
seeing her 18-year-old daughter.
Brown is on trial in the court
of a woman municipal judge
for allegedly beating Miss
Brenda Ayres (luring their allnight date at a suburban motel the weekend of June 19-20.
Mrs. Ayres, a divorcee, testified she asked Brown on three
occasions not to see her daughter. She said Brown agreed to
quit seeing her but asked permission to talk to the girl
twice more before they broke
off.
Brown's
defense
counsel,
Norman Minor, cross-examined Mrs. Ayres and brought out
that her daughter was a problem child. She told Minor she
had ''asked God's help in
handling her daughter."
• Mrs. Ayres testified that after examining her daughter's
injuries June 20, a friend drove
them to a hospital where the
girl was treated.
She brought laughter from
the crowded City Hall court
room when she admitted to Minor that the friend identified as
Sam Johnson, was married and
she wasn't "friendly with
Sam's wife."
Under direct questioning by
Asst. City Prosecutor Albert
Corsi, Mrs. Ayres said she
made a number of telephone
calls trying to locate her daughter the night she failed to
come home. One of the calls,
she said, was to Brown's wife,
Sue.
Asked what her daughter
said to her when she arrived
home, Mrs. Ayres answered,
she told her "Jim Brown beat
me and left me at the motel."
Minor also requested Mrs.
Ayres to produce the clothing
Brenda wore when she left
home that Saturday night and
the. clothing she wore when
she returned Sunday.
Mrs. Ayres testified that
when her daughter returned
home, between 5 and 5:30 p.m.
Sunday, June 20, "I noticed
her darkened eyes and rushed
her into the bedroom . . . I
held her close and told her I
loved her. I bathed her eyes
and applied alcohol to her hip."
Earlier, a prosecution witness, Miss Paula White, 16,
who introduced the football
star to Miss Ayres, said she
had received additional threatening telephone calls warning
her not to testify for Brown,
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APPROVED CREDIT

COME ON IN AND

MAKE US AN OFFER!
Our Price

Our Price

$31111
'IS Pontiac
2 pius 2. 4-in-the-floor,
factory air, power steering, 8,000 actual miles.
$2188
'65 Falcon
Future. 4-door. automatic
transmission, 7,000 actual

Custom Cross Country.
like new, station wagon,
inside & out, 4 new prem.
tires.

'63 Le Mews ....MU
Solid black, red interior.
4-cyl., 4-in-floor for economy.

Unit '61 Plymouth

'64 Catalina

Station wagon, air conditioned. full power.
'64 Chevrolet —31581
Monza,4 - in - the - floor,
cream -puff.

'5? Chevrolet .•.•$9111
Station wagon, V-8 engine, power steering. t
32218
'64 Le Mans
Sport coupe, 2-dr., power
steering,- power brakes,
console, 15,000 actual mi.

'62 Pontiac

'61 Rambler

$1788

••••58811

Station wagon, 6-cyl. engine, standard triummission, clean and, in good
condition.

'63 Pontiac

$2281

Catalina convertible, power steering and brakes. in
excellent condition, new
white top.

'62 Pontiac

114115

Star Chief, 4-dr.- sedan,
auto, transmission, radio
and heater, like new.

12311
Sport cp., Venturta. Full '63 Pontiac
Bonneville, 4-dr. hardtop,
power and air cond.
full power and, air condi'42 Chevrolet —.MI tioned.
Monza, 4 - in - floor, like
'64 Chevrolet
32411
mew.
Impala. 4-dr, hardtop, full
'60 Peed
$611 power and air, low mileGalaxte. 4-dr. hardtop, age, like new, spare never
power steering & brakes. down.
Velkswifew 5•41811
'63 Le Mans —41688 '60
Camper, like new, in per326, straight stick.

'57 Oldsmobile

fect mechanical condition.

MI '51 Oldsmobile ...$at

'901. A clean car. 4-dr. in
good condition. Air conditioned, power steering.

Me Simmer Am

''88', 4-dr. hardtop, power
and air. Runs, drives, and.
looks good.

TA 74464
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By BETTY WASHINGTON room, over a carved table that ing to have guests in the house
had been a wedding gift to her for dinner, lie never changed.
BLOOMINGTON, Ill. — "Ad- Mother,
Fanny, past what used
No one was more certain
lai worked too hard. lie work- to be
an oil lamp snuggled in than Alverta Duff that Adlai
ed himself out. I don't think he a starched
doilie. They came Stevenson would become Presishould have taken that trip to to
rest on a framed copy of a dent of the United States. "Just
London."
letter written by Pres. Abra- before he left to continue that
Miss Alverta Duff, 84, a
ham Lincoln to the former gov- campaign trip, I told him if
housekeeper for the Stevenson ernor's
grandfather,
Jesse they don't make a good cup of
family for many years, sat Fell,
founder of Normal, who coffee at the White House you
meditating in an overstuffed laid
out the plans for the city let me know and I'll come and
chair in the living room of the and
donated the land upon make some coffee for you."
Duff family home—built by her
which Illinois State University
Her eyes began to betray the
father, Peter C. Duff, a car- was
built.
weariness she felt and it bepenter and one of Normal's
As if suddenly drawn back came obvious that the interearliest citizens.
to the present, she said "in etew was drawing to a close.
Miss Duff smiled as she began to reminisce, and drew an
While Adlai Stevenson was being borne to Bloomimaginary circle on the rug
ington
for final honors. The Daily Defender's Betty
with her cane. She has been
largely immobile since suffer- Washington also had a Bloomington date — to make
ing a stroke a short time ago. a speech. Shortly before the Stevenson funeral, Mrs.
"I think his death was as much
Washington took time out to chat with Miss Alverta
a shock to the world as when
President Kennedy died," she Duff, long time maid of the Stevenson household.
Here is Mrs. Washington's report o fthe talk she had
said.
Miss Duff had been with the just before Miss Duff went to the funeral in a private
late UN Ambassador on and off,
limousine, and with an emergency oxygen supply
but usually during periods of
crisis ,from the time he was a which fortunately wasn't needed. Under medical care
young man. It was only ill for some time, Miss Duff's health forced her to leave
health that prevented the oth- the Stevenson employ; but she managed to attend
the
erwise tireless grande dame of
the Stevenson household staff Monday funeral — along with President Johnson and
from accompanying the former a host of notables —as Adlai Stevenson went to his
Illinois governor on his mission final resting place.
to the United Nations as U.S.
ambassador.
1952, when Adlai was running An inscription on a plaque near
"Oh, I wanted to go with for President, he came into the front door read "there is
him," she whispered, "but I the station at Bloomington on no friend like an old friend
Hooded Klansmen hold one of the many placards which they
rying Klansmen, is the scene in Bogalusa as Ku Klux members
just couldn't. So he asked me his campaign tour." Everyone who has shared our morning
paraded with in front of several hundred followers who witnessmarched through the streets of the tense town carrying leaflets to find someone else to look went down to the station to days."
It seemed fitting that it
after him."
greet him, and he got me up
ed a meeting near Shreveport, La. On right, next to the gun carfor rally as city policeman looks on. UPI Photo.
Ambassador Stevenson never ton _the platform and gave me should be there near the threshfailed to visit Miss Duff when a flower lei to hang around his old of the tree-shaded white
Normal. He was last in the neck,"
frame house that would never
he returned to Bloomington- "I remember Adlai as mod- be honored by the physical
small frame house during the est, a very nice child, who nev- presence of Illinois' own Adlal
Christmas
holidays,
1 9 64. er forgot to cal/ if he was go- Ewing Stevenson.
"When he was here last Christmii111111111111111111111011111111111111111m1110011111111111M1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.
two Jewish children she was die of the door thinking I might mas, we sat in the living room
• Eugene P. R. Feldman, Nazi concentration camp and herlands' embassy."
and
visited
for about 45 mineacher of History, Britannica she has published four antholo- All her life Dr. Pool has at- taking to safety. She was ar- as well jump. But he grabbed
utes." she recalled.
academy)
gies. Two of these were pub- tempted to live with God's rested. She was sent to the my arm and said in excellent "He
brought Borden and
notorious Westerbork concen- Dutch: 'Don't be a big fool. I'm
The library and archives of lished in Holland and two others commandment: love your feltration camp and her parents not an S.S. man, I'm Dutch un- John Fell with him. They're
.7hicago's Museum of Negro in England.
low human being. When Jews were also arrested. Later she derground. But I can't
fine
boys
just like their fatake you
listory and Art are frequently Dr. Pool has appeared on were driven out of Germany by learned that
ther was," she recalled.
they died in a gas any farther.'
,isited by writers and scholars English television and has the Nazis, believers in racial chamber.
Miss Alverta, as she is
Her brother was "I suppose he went Into bid'rorn all parts of the country taught at Wayne University on superiority, she aided these seized and
shot
ing that day, too. Anyway he known to her friends, seemed
Ind the world. A recent visitor a Fulibright and at several Ns.. refugees. She taught them and
Dr. Pool herself was placed put me out on the road, gave wrapped in her own thoughts,
o the museum's facilities for gmo colleges — the most recent among her students was Anne
those memories that I knew
he purpose of research was Dr. one being the Alabama Agri. Frank and members of her aboard a cattle train headed me 100 guilders, and said:
would not be shared. Her sistosey E. Pool of Londan, Am- cultural and Mechanical Col- iemily. The Frank family was for an extermination renter. 'God help you. You're on ter and guardian, Miss
Julie
She jumped off just as the S. your own now.' I dug myself
terdam and now of Normal, lege at Normal.
hidden for years by Dutch
Duff,
sat near. "You know,"
Ala. where she teaches at Ala- For some time after living friends but later the Nazis dis- S. man was to seal the door and in and when darkness came be- Miss Julie said, "the
first thing
explained that she was on gan walking.
iama A. and M. College.
on the campus Dr. Pool receiv- covered their hideout. During
Alverta wanted to do when she
transport duty and had lost her
Dr. Pool is interested in the ed
'I stopped at a farm where I heard of Adlai's passing was
anonymous, threatening the hiding Anne Frank kept a
By LEONTYNE HUNT
work and lives of Negro poets. calls. These stopped after she diary. After the war it was armband. She was ordered back knew the people we..e not Nato go out to the house and immimimitimptimponnimilimirnomilumiiimmimmummimmommomminsimm im
to
the
barracks.
This is an interest that goes reported them to the police. found and made into a famous
zis. The farmer's wife gave me make rolls for those boys of Dear Mrs. Hunt.
Planned Parenthood AssoeiaA few weeks later the underMy marriage is in a terrible tion for the family planning
)ack as far as 1926. Her love for ,She told them that if they did movie as well as book.
a skirt, a man's shirt, a pair his."
ground
organization
in
the
mess and I'm real unhappy, so center nearest you.
he poetical works of Negroes notstop, "I shall have to re. In the midst of the war while
of slippers, a head scarf, and
"Yes," Miss Alverta said I hope you can help me. We
urvived imprisonment in a'quest protection from the Net- Dr. Pool was on a train with camp decided that she was to a couple of slices of bread —
be sent out through an escape
smiling,
"but
my
doctor
nearhave
four children and we have Dear Mrs. Hunt,
which was very, very kind of
route. At this time the camp
I am a Roman Catholic and
been married for six years. I
her. Then I got on the train for ly had a fit."
commandant, wishing to imThe former housekeeper's now it's wrong, but ever since r will be getting married in
Utrecht.
press a visiting Red Cross inl
Physician of 30 years, Dr. Ed- he last baby was born I don't late
August. My husband-to-be
spection team, sent Dr. Pool in Not many people traveled be- gar McLean Stevenson, is a want to give my
husband his is still in school and I will be
curfew
and
there
walked
after
a special Mercedes with an S.
cousin of the late ambassador. "rights" because I'm so afraid working for the first two years
S. driver to Amsterdam for the to the home of friends. I nearly
Miss Duff moved her hand f getting pregnant again and I to support us while he finish( -.
purpose of getting some books caused them all a heart attack.
his education. So you can see
cause of the bombings. I got across the single gray braid just don't want any more child- how
for a camp library.
important it is that I do
ren. Lately my husband has
Dr. Pool explains her trip They were in the underground, that was looped across the top
been staying away from the not get pregnant and have to
this way: "My head was shorn, and in such cases a knock at of her head, adjusted her spechouse a great deal and I sus- quit my job. My church only
I wore wooden cogs, and I had your door after midnight usual- tacles, and again began to
pect arother woman. Our mar- believes in the rhythm method
no papers . . . and when the ly meant: 'They've come for speak of the past.
riage is no good anymore with- of birth control and I would
"I rememtos Adlai's father
driver took an odd way out of me.'
like your opinion on how effecout him, What can I do?
Negro History and Art in Chi- 'That was Sept. 19, 1943, and once asked me when I was go.
live it is.
Mrs. P. R.
cago. She came to continue they found me a hiding place in ing to vote Democratic. He Dear
P. R.
A. Mcl.
Mrs.
work in her research about Ne- Baarn with three retired school knew I had always been a Re.
There is no reason for you, Dear Miss Mcl.,
gro poets. She is in a good posi- teachers. They put me in the publican. I told him I would do
The rhythm method — not
your husband, or your marrlage
tion to understand the songs attic, in the apple room where so the day Adlai Ewing Stevento suffer, The answer to your having intercourse during the
and poems of a suffering peo- stayed 19 months.''
son ran for President. Adlai problem is family planning — wife's "fertile period — is elple because she too has suffer
was about 15 years old then,
one of the many medical. fective if the couple is willing
ed.
and a student at University iring
approved methods of birth to adhere rigorously to the rey
The writer of this column is
High School in Normal. In cont
control so that you will not quired period of abstinence,
a member of the Jewish faith
1952, when Adlai was the can- have to be afraid of pregnancy which varies according to the
and he has often said to himself:
didate for the presidency, I did each time you have relations regularity of the menstrual
"Who aided the Jews when the
vote Democratical and I with your husband. Call the cycle. However, the cycle can
Nazis killed six million of
haven't changed since."
Chicago Board of Health or be upset by emotional strain,
them?" In bitter moments he
Her eyes traveled about the
by trauma ( such as an auto
sometimes says: "No one."
accident) or even by a change
And yet there were many good
in environment and climate.
people including Dr. Pool who
Thus, the rhythm method of
risked their lives to aid the vicbirth control is a good method,
tims of racial supremacy.
but more difficult and less reBOGALUSA, La. — (UPI) —
The same is true In our own
reliable than, for instance, the
country. Many whites have giv- Civil rights leaders promised
pill or the "coil." One study
en their lives to help establish another march on City Hall
shows rhythm to be 86% efreal democracy in our land. The and said Negroes would try to
fective, as compared with 94blood of Negro and white mar- get served at restaurants and
99% for the best medical mettyrs are mixed and the tragic other public accommodations
hods.
example of the three young facilities.
men who were killed in Missis- Bogalusa police said they
sippi last summer is still before were instituting a new "get
Watermelon Freebee
tough" policy toward those who
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
This column in Negro history attack civil rights demonstraWhen Department of Agriculthis week is about another ex- tors.
ture inspector ruled that 4,000
ample of human being extend- The Congress of Racial Equawatermelons in a van at the Iming a hand and heart of inter- lity (CORE acheduled a news
perial Truck Lines Inc. were
est and concern to a fellow hu- conference to announce the
too ripe to sell, a company offiman. Dr. Rosey E. Pool risked places Negroes will "test" for
cial got an idea
her life to aid others. She be- adherence to the civil rights
He put up a sign on the van:
large cake, Mrs. Daniels replied "I lieves devoutly
Mrs. Jane Daniels of Nashville.
in the universal- act.
"free watermelons."
broad
smile
as
she
a
am
even
wears
more pleased to be here ly of mankind not only with "If any of us will be jailed,
Tenn.,
About an hour later, the last
sfter so many years on earth." UPI nice words and nice thoughts I will be," said Bruce Baines,
watermelon gone, the official
prepares to cut a slice of cake to
but with her very life.
field secretary of CORE. He
sighed, "I never knew there
Photo
celebrate her 115th birthday. Asked
camp and turned down a de- spoke to a rally at Ebenezer
were so many people in the
rif she isn't happy to see such a
serted road f felt for the ham Baptist Church.
neighborhood."
MISS DIfFP

Who Said Invisible? Even Co ps Observe Their Activity

Dr. R. E. Pool,Biographer Of Negro Poets
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Mrs. Lester Grimes is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. their mother, Mrs. Burl Clark, Jr., of Boston. The little ones
Brenda. Pretty little two yearJ. T. Lanier on Walker Avenue. Mrs. Grimes, who is a teach- are Burl Clark, Ill, Bruce and
department store in Boston. linrcas
a
model
for
is
a
Brenda
old
Frances
Lanier,
Miss
former
and
the
New
York
City,
is
in
er
is planning to attend Memphis State Graduate School while about that?
The Clarks' daughter, Mrs. Henry Arrington of Miami, tharof
here. Friday night she was entertained with dinner at the
wofe,'"y:
Windemere Town and Country Club by her old friend, Velma former Miss Geraldine Clark and her daughter, Robin,
Lois Jones. Also enjoying dinner with Frances and talking a- also visiting them but they've gone to Washington and New •
father
bout old times were Bernice Cole, Zernia Peacock and your York before returning to their home, where hubby and
Atty. Arrington awaits them.
scribe.
Mrs. L. C. Patterson on Estill has as her guests, her sisZernia and her daughter Michele have just returned from
Chicago, New York and Washington. In Washington they saw ter, Mrs. Mettle Ward from Chicago and her cousin, Waymon
Marjorie Ulen, who's Congressman Grider's secretary, and her Collins from Kansas City, Mo. They are also visiting Mrs. Patdaughter Lynne, who is acquainting herself with the city and terson's daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Detect
▪
liking it very well and also Howard University student Irene on Shadowlawn.
•11•11••••11• 111 • Ma
Mrs. Berda Chatman has returned to her home on Shadow.
Taylor who is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B. N. Taylor on
ERMA LAWS, Guest Columnist
lawn after a jet trip to Washington, D.C. where she visited her
Lucy.
Succulent barbecued ribs, chicken, slaw, roasted corn on
Zernia and Michele were privileged to be a part of a special friend, Mrs. Lula Henderson.
the cob, tall cool ones, fresh country air, the carefree sound
Mrs. Lewis H. Trigg, Sr., is ensconced in her South Parktour of the Capitol where they saw the President's and the
of childrens' laughter, the conviviality of family groups and
Speaker of the House's offices and also sat in the audience way home after visiting her daughter and son-in-law, Clark
friends and a grassy shady spot for you. How about that for a'
Still others were Dorothy and Prexy Joe Westbrook and while Congress was in session voting on the Voting Rights Bill. Ann and George Minis and tIvi- ''le Cheryl Ann, whom the
picnic? That's what ,the Alphas provided for their annual trek
' motion". The Millis live
their Dillard University student daughter, Diane, Cyntiha and My, won't Michele have a lot to talk about with her fellow grandmother describes as "TY
across the bridge to Gammons Farm in Marion, Arkansas a Harold
in Woodside, New York.
Winfrey and Harold, Jr., and Joyce And Joe Young. seventh graders at St. Augustine?
coliple of Sundays ago.
The lure of Hawaii with i. sandy beaches, palm trejts
We were privileged to meet Miss Agatha Dumolga of BolA few guests we remember seeing were Jerry and Otis
There were games, egg Ails for the daring and baseball
Brown and their sons, Otis Jr., and Jerald; Harriet and Maceo gatanga, U.R. Ghana who was visiting Memphis' social agen- and tropical fruits has beckoned to Mr. and Mrs. Russell B.
for the even more daring, good ole once a summer exercise
Walker and their "Candy", Ethel and Willard Bell and with cies. Miss Dumolga is a member of the National Council of Sugarmon, Sr., and they have flown there for a refreshing vaand an old fashioned hay ride for the youngsters.
them their Rosita and Bill; Velma Lois Jones, Marie Brad- Ghanian Women and her trip here was co-sponsored by Delta cation. They'll also spend some time in California.
Tribute was paid to Alpha Man of the Year, Dr. W. 0.
Miss Marie Bradford and her neighbor, Mrs. Marcellene
ford, Ernest Withers, Augusta and Harry Cash, Clara Hobson Sigma Theta Sorority. Highlight of her stay was a visit to
Speight, Jr. Prexy Joseph Westbrook presented him a plaque
with her mother, Mrs. J. H. Lavender, whom we were especial- the Mayor's office where he presented her with a key to the Turner have motored to Chicago to visit Marie's sister, Miss
for the Chapter.
ly happy to see up and about after having been ill; and her city. She was also guest of honor at a dinner given by the Helen Bradford who is teaching there. Going along on the moll&
tor trip were Marie's nieces, Ann Bradford and Michele Clay,1111
Some of the Alphas, their wives and families and friends we children, Clarice, Sandra and Bernard, Mary and Rochester Deltas.
Mrs. Bernice Leatherwood Maclin and her mother Mrs. Vicsaw were: Naiue and Jethro Alexander, Leotis and Charles Neely, Sophia and Bill Ware and Bertha and Arthur Holman.
Miss Dumolga was guest of Mrs.Emmolyn Myles on Chadtonal Falls have gone to Los Angeles to visit friends.
Bell, Peggy Cox with Harper Brewer, Lonnie Briscoe with his
Other Alphas who were hosts in absentia are: Dr. Leland wick Circle.
Fisk University daughter, Diana; Dorothy and Arthur Bowles, L. Atkins, Dr. C. J. Bates, Fred Brown, Kenneth Cole,
Little Pamela Venson, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. R. Q.
"How delightful it is to come home for a visit and find
whose
Vera and George Clark, Eleanor Addison with George Cox, wife Barbara came and brought their children; Thomas Dog. so many wonderful changes," so says Mrs. Carl L. Seets of Venson on South Parkway was excited as excited could be and
Dorothy and Walter Evans and their little ones dressed like get whose wife Mavis came and brought their Utile Angela and Los Angeles who is visiting her mother, Mrs. Willie McNeely wouldn't you be if you were a little girl making your first airmommy and daddy; Sharon and with them also was Dot's guests Doris and Tim Melton from Los Angeles; Harry Hays- on Thomas. Mrs. Seets will be remembered by many of you plane trip alone? Pam had had four plane trips More but this
sister and brother-in-law, Beverly and Charles NeveIs; William !net, Louis Holmes, Dr. Arthur E. Horne, Willie Lindsey, A. as Miss Willie Mae McNealy former local teacher. Her hus- was extra special, she was going alone and to the nation's
Hawkins, Carl Johnson, Emma Tom and 0. B. Johnson, Ida B. Owen, Jr., Charles Patterson, Jr., Thomas Perkins, Aaron band you may recall was principal of Allen White High school capital at that, where she would visit her little friend, Carla
Mae and Atty. Hosea T. Lockard, Dot and General Chairman Powell, Charles Tarpley, Wallace Wilburn, Webster Wit- in Whitesville. Mrs. Seets is now teaching in Los Angeles and Humbles, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Humbles for three
of the picnic, W. T. McDaniel and Marion and Edison Morn- ham, Ernest Young and George Watkins.
days, and also her aunt, Mrs. Mildred Carr.
her husband is a counselor at Juvenile Hall.
From there they'll go to the New York World's Fair, NIL.
Mrs. Seets has been on the go ever since her plane touched
down at what she describes as our "marvelous air terminal." will be the guests of Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Lovell for ten days
Of course she's seeing a lot of her sister and her family, Mr. and then she will motor with the Lovells to Chicago for the
and Mrs. Charles Hooks, their children and grandchildren, Mr. Dental Convention where she will be joined by her doting
and Mrs. Charles Hooks, Jr., and little ones, Donald and Mar- parents. When she returns home Pam will have lots to talk
celle; Dalton Hooks who just graduated from Manassas. Miss- about with her cousin, Jerithel Nelson and her friend Candy
ing her aunt's visit is Beverly Hooks who is away at summer Walker who saw her off when she left.
Lt. George IV. Lee and his teenage daughter, Gilds are
school in Lincoln university. And then she's been visiting with
back after flying to New Orleans where he was principal speakher brother, Jimmy McNeely on Ragan.
Mrs. Seets was pleased to find her Baldwin Hills neighbor, er at an Elks Regional Meet.
The William T. Brodnaxes on Ferber, Beatle, Gladys, and
Mrs. Emmitt 0. Hozay, Jr., here, and the two of them have
really been getting around, shopping, movies, lunch at the their children, Terry and Jackie are on a leisurely motor trill.
The Sarah Brown Branch
Holiday Inn, dinner at the Windemere and pop calling on to Chicago where they will visit their mother, Mrs. Jennie
Young Women's Christian Assofriends. The highlight of one day's activities was a nostalgic Brodnax Vance, who is recuperating there from surgery, and
ciation climaxed its membertour of Mrs. Seets' Alma Mater, LeMoyne with its new addi- their brother and sister-in-law and family, Dr. and Mrs. J. P.
ship drive with a victory party
Brodnax. From Chicago they, will go to Quincy, Ill., where
tions.
on July 12 at the 3ranch.
Then there was dinner for the Californian at the home of they will visit Quincy College where Terry will matriculate
Members of the Membership
old friends, Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Currie on South Parkway, this Fall.
Committee had made a concenFrom there they'l go to the New York World's Fair, Nialunch with Mrs. Eddie B. Rideout at Shoney's and a luncheon
trated effort in the last weeks
gara Falls and visit relatives, June Sims, Mrs. Bobbie Pous.
at the home of Mrs. Oscar Crawford on Bellevue.
to make the drive a success.
Mr. and Mrs. George Borden have returned to their home saint and her daughter, Renee Poussaint, in Long Island, New
Prizes were awarded sixteen
in Niles, Michigan after visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. York. Renee, a Sarah Lawrence college student, has just reJ. W. Whittaker on Saxon. Accompanying their parents on the turned from a year of study in Paris, and, she and Clarke colworkers for bringing in the
motor trip to visit their grandparents were little Donna, George, lege student Jackie should have much to talk about.
largest amount of members.
Then they'll start the trek homeward by way of Detroit
Jr., and Bruce Borden. Mrs. Borden is the former Audrey
These included the following
Brown and enjoyed seeing her aunt, Mrs. Rosebud Ilowell and where they'll visit Gladys' sister, Mrs. Quency Snipes and on
Mrs. Geneva Williams, 1st prize
to St. Louis to re-visit Gaslight Square and other points of inher cousin, Mrs. Helen Broffitt.
a Savings bond; Mrs. Elizabeth
Miss Germaine Ball on Polk has had as her guests, her terest.
Hill, second prize, a purse; Miss ,
Mrs. Ivory Flagg on Edith, and Mrs. Sarah Carr on Alston,
aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. William J. Acey of Chicago. The
Naomi Creswell, third prize, a
Memphians and this was their first trip have gone to New York City. Mrs. Flagg will travel from New
former
Aceys
are
set of bath and hand towels; ,
here in many a moon so they were pleasantly surprised with York to Chicago where she will be met by her son, Dr. Edward
Mrs. Leora Gunter, fourth
all the many changes the city has made. Mr. Acey is a Super- Flagg, who will take her to Midland, Mich., where he is a
prize, an air umbrella, and Mrs.
chemist with the Dow Chemical Company. You may recall that
Hilda MeIm, fifth prize, a brass
visor with the Illinois Central railroad.
compote.
Mr. and Mrs. Burl Clark on Cannon are enjoying the an- the brilliant Dr. Flagg received a doctorate in bio-chemistry
Other prizes went to Mrs.,
tics of their little grandchildren who are visiting them with from St. Louis University in February.
'Ruth Porter, Mrs. Willette Humphrey, Mrs. Lutisha Brown, I
Miss Elizabeth Goldsby, Mrs.
P. F. Caruthers, Mrs. Bernice ..
Calloway, Mrs. Lila Hall, Mrs.
Ruth Whitsey, Miss Cornelia
Sanders, Mrs. Mamie Pamphlet,
and Mrs. Winfred Franklin.
'
OTHER WORKERS
Other workers making excellent showings were Mrs. Mary
Sims, Mrs. Isabelle A. Rouhlac,1
Mrs. Geneva Hicks, Miss Annie!
Cargill, Mrs. Russell Sugarmon,
Jr., Mrs. Sara Ball, Mrs. T. J.
Johnson, Mrs. Lois Greenwood,'
place on Monday afternoon, August 2, in
Mrs. Ida Jackson, Mrs. Willie PLANS AUGUST WEDDING—Miss Caro.
Mississippi Blvd. Christian church. Miss
Pegues, Mrs. Martha Dulaney, lyn Yvonne Sherman. daughter of Mr. and
Sherman is a graduate of Carver High
Mrs. Irene Sanders, Mrs. Eva
Mrs. Walter L. Sherman of 1550 Riverside
school and is a student at Tennessee A&I
Hamilton. Mrs. Leland Atkins, dr., will become the bride of Joh"'
Wesley
State university. Mr. Owens is presently on
Mrs. Anna Owens, Mrs. Kathduty with the U.S. Army. He attended
ryn Fields, Mrs. Annie Shep- Owens, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Owens
Tennessee State university.
herd, Mrs. Maxine Draper, Mrs. of Atlanta, in a wedding ceremony to take
Ethel Loving, Mrs. Blondell
Cross, Mrs. Irene Celaves, Mrs.
Omega Shelto, Mrs. Irene Glee.
den, Mrs. Christine Hawkins,
And Mrs. E. Watson. Mrs.
Eleanor Oglesby, Mrs. Letitia
Poston, Mrs. Mary W. Robinson, Mrs. Bordina Taylor,
Miss Harry Mae Simons, Mrs.
Ida Mae Jackson, Miss Rosa
Robinson, Mrs. Annie L. Higgins, Miss Dora Todd, Mrs. Lillian Newman and Mrs. Emma
Smith.
LIFE MEMBERSHIP
Announcement was made by
Mrs. Addle Owens, Branch Director of a new Life Membership of the YWCA. Miss E. Naomi Creswell, the latest member to pay a hundred dollars for
a life membership in the organization, will join the ranks of the
eight other Life Members.
Special feature of the party
was the presentation of a guest
NM,
from Ghana, Africa, Miss Agatha Dumolga. Miss Dumolga,
assistant director of the National Council of Ghana Women,
who is in Memphis visiting Welfare agencies, Juvenile Court,
hospitals and talking to wo
men's groups in an idea exchange program, spoke to over
one hundred women at the
party.
• Dressed in traditional Ghanian
costume, Miss Dumolga was inCARMEN HOME, NOTED VOCALIST. RECORDED THE SMIRNOFF MULE
troduced to the group by Miss
Maggie McDowell, regional director of Delta Sigma Theta
Rogistor for FREI Wig to Ise 'Ivan away July 23, 1945
Sorority which is co-sponsoring
the tour, with the African WoComo In today & rogistor
seilles Corps.
Dumolga is one of fifI
tees women selected to visit the
Usited States for eleven weeks.
"They are studying at the Uni- Here's the swingingest.drink since Smirnoff invented vodka—
versity of Connecticut and the Smirnoff Mule. It's Smirnoff and 7-Up. Jigger Of Smirnoff
spending a week in various
duo "to see how the people over ice. Add the juice of 1/4 lime. Fill Mule mug or glass with
live in an average home." They
to your taste. Delicious! And it leaves you breathless.°
will report to government offi- 7-Up
ti ti
es'e.IY4;iciYetYci
dais when they return to Afri- so a too PROOF. DISTILLED FROM GRAIN.STE PIERRE SMIRNOFF FLS.(DIVISION OF HEUBLEIN), HARTFORD,CONN.
ca.
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• By Mrs. Emogene W. Wilson
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son.
Others espied were Nell and Dr. Theron Northcross and
their Debbie, Theron, Jr., and Reginald and also their nephew
Lonnie Cooke. Nell was wearing the new shorts with the bowling skirt; Maria and Dr. Charles Pinkston and their three
pretty little ones, Nice', Toya and Carmen, and with them also
was their Carleton Coll geniece, Myrna Williams, their sister,
Mrs. George Brown and her daughter, Mrs. Ralph (Sarita)
Johnson who is visiting from Orlando, Fla.; Gladys and Dr.
Edward Reid and their girls, Cynthia and Sandra; Evelyn and
William Robertson and their little girl, Robin; Jewel and Dr.
Oscar Speight, Ilattie and James Swearengen, and their little
girl Myrna and Lewis "Tippy" Twigg, Jr., with little Lewis
Harold Twigg, Ill who is better known as "Shook", Mertis Ew.
ell and Atty. A. A. Letting, Alice and Thomas Watkins, and
Margaret and Fred Rivers and their mother, Mrs. Hattie
Braithwaite, Margaret was especially fetching in a blue gingham play dress with matching pantaloons giving the peek a boo
effect.
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HAYRIDE ON PICNIC — For the youngsters attending the
Alpha Phi Alpha picnic at the Gammon's farm in Marion.
Ark., and old-fashioned hayride, minus the horses, was a
treat they will remember for the rest of the summer. More

YWCA Members Attend
Forum On Poverty War

than 200 persons were present for the annual affair held on
the farm of Mr. and Mrs. John Gammon. This rig is being
drawn by a tractor. (WITHERS Photo)

BEAUTICIAN RECOVERS — Mrs. Audrey Taliaferro, a
well known beautician of southeast Memphis Is pictured
with (left to right) Mrs. Earline P. Maple. nurse at E. 11.
Crump Memorial Hospital, and Mrs. L. Hensley, nurse's
aid, before preparing to return home after undergoing
surgery, recently. Mrs. Taliaferro expresses sincere thanks

to the Sorors of Alpha Gamma Chi Sorority, Chapters N
and 96, the North East Memphis Beauticians Club, Chap.
ter 5; Celeste's Beauty Shop and all relatives and friends
for the many flowers, telegrams, get well cards and gifts.
(HENRI' FORD Phto)

Monumental Baptist
To Dedicate Church

The Forum Committee of the Eunice Brunson, Mrs. Idessa
Sail Brown Branch Young Wo- Blair, Mrs. Myrtle Bailey,
nlis Chirstian Association pre- Mrs. M a ttie Brown, Mrs.
sented a forum on the anti-pov- Thelma Broome, Mrs. Dorothy Dedication services for the • Commissioner Hunter Lane
erty program at a luncheon re- Bell, Mrs. Emma Bowen, Miss new church home of Monumen- Jr. will bring greetings from
cently at the YWCA.
Bernice Calloway, Mrs. Mary tal Baptist Church, 704 South the city government, Dr. Vasco
Members of the YWCA heard Collier, Mrs. Nettie Cole, Mrs. Parkway East, will be held Sun- A. Smith will represent our
city's civic organizations, our
"Facts About The War On Pov- Irene Cleaves, Mrs. Amelia day, July 25, at 4 p.m.
erty" from a panel of individu- Dale, Miss Naomi Creswell, Special guest for that Sun- State Congressman A. W. Willis
als involved in the program, Mrs. Martha Donigan, Mrs. day will be the Rev. H. R. Jelks will be heard from.
which included Mrs. Edith Black Martha Dulaney and Mrs. Gus- and the Mount Pleasant Bap- The public is cordially invited
to attend this service.
tist Church of Chicago, Ill.
of Youth Opportunity Job Corps; sie Edward.
Rev. Samuel B. Kyles is minCharles Fleer, director of the
And Mrs. Peretha Elms, Mrs. Many outstandings persons of
Neighborhood Youth Corp; Miss Lucy Fowkles, Mrs. Charlotte our city will also be on hand for ister.
Elizabeth Jones, Shelby County Frazier, Mrs. Mamie Frankin, the dedication.
Health and Welfare Planning Mrs. Beulah Gary, Miss IsaCouncil, and Dr. Donald Stew- belle Greenlee, Mrs. Tillie Gary,
art, Memphis State University. Miss Elizabeth Goldsby, Mrs.
Mrs. Mary W. Collier, chair- Bernice Higgs, Mrs. Iona Harman of the Forum Committee
well, Mrs. Willettee Humphrey,
served as moderator.
Other members of the Forum Mrs. E. E. Hill. Mrs. Alva HunCommittee appearing on pro- ter, Mrs. Hilda Helma, Mrs.
gram were Miss Naomi E. Joy Horne, Mrs. Johnnie Har- James "Nick" Nichols is an-with the Bluff City Buick cornCresswell and Mrs. Martha rison, Mrs. Christine Hawkins, flouncing to all of his many PanY in the .sale of Buicks. Relatives of Adlai Stevenson pay respects around flag drapMrs. T. J. Johnson, Mrs. Nar- Memphis friends and aquaint. Opels and station wagons.
Donigan.
ed coffin in U. S. Embassy in London. With heads bowed,
eissas Jones, Mrs. Ida Mae ances that he is now associated A well-known Memphian and
Over 80 persons heard the in(left to right) Mr. and Mrs. Adlai Stevenson II and Borden
Jones, Miss Debra Jones, Mrs.
Nichols
has
businessman,
Mr.
teresting and informative probeen selling automobiles and
gram on the anti-poverty pro- Nancy Joyner, Mrs. Dimple
Leviston, Mrs. Verna Lee and
g
engaged In other endeavors. He
as offered in Memphis to
Mrs. Ernestine Lindsey,
,has sold new and used vehicles
nsidered by the Community
Also
Mrs.
Beulah
Lewis,
Mrs.
Action Committee.
for Schaeffer brothers since DENTON, Md. — The Student Bat(iste says the workers, He added that things are as about five months. A 1963 surGolar Monger, Mrs. Rosa Mur1954.
YWCA members attending
Non-violent Coordinating Com- mainly Florida Negroes and
phy,
Mrs.
Annette
McField,
Mrs.
bad here as in Mississippi's vey by college students and
were Mrs. Lyda Anderson, Mrs.
Mr. Nichols is married to mittee (SNCC), which has been Puerto
Estell
Morgan,
Mrs.
Florence
Ricans,
average
about
Delta
where over 2000 Negro SNCC workers showed that
Cleo Armfield, Mrs. Willie Bentorganizing
migrant farm workMrs. Eva Hope Nichols, and
ley, Mrs. Edith Black, Mrs. McPherson, Mrs. Loretta PurIthey are the parents of three ers in this area since May, will 8.75 to 8.80 an hour at piece have bees on strike since last about 30% of the work force
nell,
Mrs.
Georgia
Pearce,
Arnie Brown, Mrs. Mary Ella
May.
was unemployed.
,children, Ronnie, 17; Patricia, step up its efforts this week work.
Baker, Mrs. Amanda Brown, Mrs. Minnie Pryor, Mrs. Fannie
amid threats of violence from 'They want to be paid time Besides picking crops such "One of the big problems is
14, and Janice, 11.
Pierce,
Mrs.
Mamie
Pamphlet,
Mrs. Lutisha Brown, Mrs.
white
farmers.
This
Sunday
and
a
half
for
overtime,
dethat
there is so much unem•
The family attends St. Peters
as tomatoes, cucumbers, strawMrs. Odie Powell, Mrs. Mary
Baptist church where it has workers will hold a mass meet- cent housing, some minimal berries and beans, the migr- ployment that we fear people
Reeves, Mrs. Isabella Rouhlac,
been affiliated with the congre- ing to launch the beginning of kind of health benefits and re- ants work at poultry and can- may jump at the chance in
Mrs. Marie Redmond, Miss Reda strike.
creation facilities where their ning factories in the area.
take over the jobs of the strikgation for about 25 years.
mond, Mr. John L. Smith, Mrs.
Mr. Nichols is an active SNCC field secretary John kids can go during the day." The work season lasts for ers," Battiste said.
Bernice Simmons, Mrs. W. 0.
member of Moolah Temple
Speight Sr. and Mrs. Effie Satand assists with many of its
terfield,
worthwhile projects.
And Mrs. Grace King Tardy,
Nick, as he is known throughMrs. Willie Mae Whitfield, Mrs.
out the area, invites his cusGloria White, Mrs. Mozetta
tomers to visit him at his ofVaughn, Mrs. Russell SugarThe male chorus of St. James mon, Mrs. Ruth Whitsy, Mrs.
fice at Bluff City Buick corn-.
AME church is observing an- Addie Owen, branch director,
pany or to call him at his resinual Male Chorus Day on Sun- and Mrs. Fannie Grant.
dence on Lauderdale.
day, July 25 in a program starting at 3 p.m., and the public is
invited.
theme for the program
wIlbe "Something Within,"
an some 23 male groups from
all parts of the city will participate.
Williams C. Jackson is chairman, and George Williamson is
director.
, A revival service will be held
at St. James Aug. 8-13, and will
be conducted by Rev. L. W.
Wilson of Charleston, Mo.
Preceding ,the revival, a
prayer service will be held at
• MONALISA
the church Aug. 4-6 at 7:30
From Spain
p.m.
TENN.
Rev. H. L. Starks is pastor of
'Free Parking in Front and Rear of Store
• FASHION
the church at 600 N. Fourth St.
AM% 414"," 116%
TRESS
From France

Wrath In Maryland

Musical And
Revival Slated
For St. James

1525 Union Ave.
Ph. BR 6-6325
MEMPHIS,

• LISA
From Italy
•

11E.%17T17
TRESS

From France
COLUMBUS, Ohio — porter]
Osby Jr. of Memphis, has completed four weeks of U.S. Airi
Force training at the Tactical
A i r Command's Lockbourne
AFB, Ohio.
A member of the Air Force
Reserve Officer Training Corps
(AFROTC) unit at Tuskegee Institute, Cadet Osby is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Porter Osby
Sr. of 1590 Baltimore St., Memphis. He isa member of Alpha
Phi Alpha.
, Cadet Osby was engaged in
the flying and support phase of
operations at the Air Force Installation. A graduate of Melrose High School, he will be
eligible for appointment as an
Air Force „econd lieutenant up( litaduation and completion of
OTC training.
A

• IMPORTED
Hair Pieces '
Summer classes are well under way at the
Lively Arts Academy of dance, 1578 Aley
Road, in the Aicy Village shopping center.
Memphis' newest dancing school was openpd in May by Miss Johnetta Thomas and its
enrollment has now reached 100 student. The
school is specialbling in ballet, mdoern Jazz,
tap and modern dancing. The minimum age
of students is 4 years old and classes are
being held throughout the week in the afternoons during the summer. The school is well
equipped to handle students for all forms
of dance. It is air conditioned and has various size ballet bars and mirrors for practice. Miss Thomas has had over thirteen
years experience' In dance instruction. She
has studied at the Jacob Pillow School of
Dance in Lee, Mass., Neil Peters School of

Dance and Eva Baum Dance School both in
Chicago. Ill. She has choreographed many
local shows in Memphis and is excellent in
working with children of all ages. All the
classes have not been filled as of yet and
new classes are being formed. Miss Thomas
feels that proper instruction in dance will
add poise, grace and charm to any child.
A boys tap class is now under way and
Miss Thomas is developing fine talent f..a
those young men interested. Assisting M.ss
Thomas is Mrs. Gloria Venson who was
formerly with the Memphis Recreation
Department supervising dance. Mrs. Venson
studied at the Fields Dance School, Wildwood, N. J. and Chicago School of Dance.
Chicago, Ill. For information Miss Thomas
can be reached at home 323-9308.

in the initial styling through July 20th

MACHINE MADE

i00% Human Hair

SMALL DOWN
PAYMENT

'4950up

• Private Fitting Booth

• Free Home, Consultation-

• Up to 24 Month Financing
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Crider Will Not Vote For
Increase Tax On Wheat

Stunned Leaders
Laud Peace 'Seeker'

'

'

"My hope in Viet Nam is that resistance

To further complicate the
Handbills protesting the soBy Congressman George Grider
there may establish the fact that changes in Asia
1 am against any increase in called tax have been distributed legislative picture is the probaare not to be precipitated by outside force.
Shelover
all
stores
grocery
at
legthe price of bread, and any
bility that the wheat bill will
'This was the point of the Korean War and
islation placing a tax on wheat by County by a group of lob- come to the floor tied up with
byists known as the Committee
will not have my support.
is the point of the conflict in Viet Num. I bethis
esprogram
a
legislation,
cotton
During the past few days, of Wheat Users. I have learned sential to the economy of the
lieve
that Asia will be more stable in the future
as
selected
was
Memphis
that
writhave
persons
of
hundreds
Mid-South. You can be sure,
if the outcome is the same in both. That is to say,
ten, urging me to vote against a tariet area for a heavy infor- however, that there will be
a "tax on bread." These letters mation campaign against this amendments aimed at killing
a negotiated line beyond which one great power
— inspired by lobbyists repre- legislation.
result
will
which
taxes
any
will not attempt to enforce its interest on another,
LOBPYISTS AT WORK
senting the bakers and their
price of
and a negotiated peace. A just and honorable peace
This is perfectly proper ac- in an increase in the
employees — result from probread.
posals of the Department of Ag- tion on the lobbyists' part. but
which leaves the future of the people of South
FLOATING DOWN THE OHIO
And you can be sure that
riculture asking for a 50-cent I think you should know that we
Viet
Nam to be decided by them, and not by force.
my
have
will
amendments
these
Mrs. Frank L. Stanley, Mrs. S. Olive
heavy
unusually
an
getting
Gulf Oil Corporation guests attending the
processing tax on each bushel are
"This, after all, is what we spent from /947
dose. The situation is not quite support, and I will fight any
Boone, Dan Keen, public relations MN
of wheat.
National Newspaper Publishers Associafrom Gulf Oil; Mr. and Mrs. E. Washingdoing in Western Europe --we drew a line,
1952
This proposal is included in a so alarming as this group pic- legislation that will cause an
to
Louisville, Ky., enjoy
convention
in
tion
increase in the cost of bread.
new bill providing for next teres it.
ton Rhodes, and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Asher.
that line has been respected by the Russians on
drum beat on the steamboat, Belle of Louisyear's wheat program. This
Asher is Gulf's assistant district manager
ville, while the boat is floating down the
we
And
other.
the
on
West
the
by
side,
one
the
be
probably
will
measure
in Louisville.
Ohio River. They are (from left): Mr. and
shall have to come to something like this in Asia."
incorporated into an omnibus
farm bill before it comes to the
This was Adlai E. Stevenson's
• •
student attendance at a e
floor of the House of Represenlast speech in a B.B.C. inter- gretted" in government circles."
tress, trade, vocational, or
tatives for a vote.
view a half-hour before his Luxembourg's Foreign Minisnical school. The bill's pasNO ANSWER
death.
d,
i
a
s
Werner
Pierre
ter
.age can mean better employThe Department of Agncul-!
As a specialist in foreign afment opportunities for many of
ture contends that the so cents
dictate what the American fairs, Stevenson was no stran- "T he United States and
designers
fashion
Do
our
youlhs.
man
a
lost
have
world
free
the
a bushel will go to the farmer,1
He
United
Nations.
the
to
ger
• •
does the American woman dictate
who has failed to receive a fair l woman wears or
had a hand in its founding 20 of high moral and intellectual
designs?
investwhat the fashion designer
return for his labor and
Precidential disability measyears ago, and had a reputation station. Mr. Stevenson always
ure apploved: A proposed
ment. I agree that the farmer
It's a little like the old chicken and egg story. of knowing more about the in- approached his political tasks
has not received his just share,i
amendment to the Constituexample. Wag ternational body than anyone —especially in the United Nafor
wear,
house
in
revolution
the
Take
wheat
the
providing
Von, already House-Senate apand I favor
else in the United States.
or
designers
by
inspired
payment.
it
parity
full
with
farmer
proved, provides for situations
The United Nations, stunned tions — in a spirit of reconcila'of the chambray denim gar- by the sudden death of Steven- lion and understanding," WerWhether the solution is by sub- homemakers?
in which a President becomes
unable to perform his duties.
sidy or some other manner, I , At one time, the hoe cly ments, one of thi. main attrac- son, planned a memorial servwere alof upkeep. They ice for him Monday in the huge ner said. "His efforts
do not know. At any rate, I do
Should three-fourths of the 50
standard lions is the ease
the
was
housedress
House approves student loans states now ratify the proposal,
July 9, 1965
wash well repeatedly, need only cial times he gave beautiful and ways marked by a high calling
not think passing the tax on to
purpose."
the consumer is the answer. lgarb for American women of touch-up ironing, and are San- constant
for trade schools: Government a Viee-President mid take
expression to the and sense of
Dear Constituent:
the
forized so they won't shrink out mightiest customs of the demo- At The United Nations — CONGRESS TO CREATE atten.ion is being focused on over the reins of government on
Bread is sometimes calle011 sizes ansi. ages. But in
the "staff of life," and justifi-llast years, it has practically of fit.
Australian Ambassador Patrick
cratic society."
DEPART- elementary school graduates a temporary or permanent baAmerican
From a design standpoint, Mexico City: Mexican Presi- Shaw said, "The Australian NEW HOUSINGably so. But it is also a facti vanished from the
an.: high school students who sis. Also in the proposed amendmournvoted to want to go to a business, trade, meat is a provision for filling
have
has
House
few
interest has been added with dent Gustavo Diaz Ordaz — U. N. mission has expressed it MENT. The
that in our society, the lower a scene . . and
passing!
person's income, the more ed its
colorful trims that fit the tailor. "His exemplary public life was condolences
to Ambassador create a new Department of vocational, or technical school. th office of the Vice-President
bread he eats. Therefore, a Even the word "housedress" ed mood of the indoor-outdoor one of devotion to the highest Francis Plimpton of the United Housing and Urban Develop- A Holse passed bill provides should that office become vawh
people
tax on bread hits at
o'has been dropped from the sportswear. Whimsical appli- causes — liberty, justice and States U. N. mission about the ment. Thus, for the first time up to $75 million in the bill, a cant, as was the situation when
can afford it least,
fashion vocabulary. Women who ques of cotton calico eften human brotherhood."
said news of the sudden death in our history a Secretary re- student can obtain a Govern- Lyndon Johnson became Presi,formerly wore housedresses are adorn the convenient patch.
RAISE
WOULD
COST
ment-insured loan of up to dent after Kennedy's assriir
vice in London of Gov. Stevenson.
Bonn: West German
city folk may soon $1,50e for a single school Year. bon. The President wool
Agricul-,
of
Department
The
now wearing what is known pockets of the various styles. Chancellor Erich Mende
— "Adlai Stevenson gave great presenting
tore contends that the proces-.as "indoor-outdoor sportswear." Motifs range from roosters to "West Germany has lost in Mr. service not only to the United sit at Presidential cabinet meet- Hoviever, a total of not more point a Vice-President with the
sors and bakers can absorb the T'ais new category of fashion daisies, from clown faces tc Stevenson an uncompromising States but also to the United Na- ings.
than $3,000 can be obtained for concurrence of Cong.ess.
price increase of 7,10 of a cent is found in the loungewear de- strawberries. Calico trim also is supporter of the right of self- tions.
Legislation to create the de- completion of a business, trade,
Chicagoans get good quality
per loaf of bread. Since 1947, thelpartment of leading stores. It used for bias bindings on neck- determination for the German
Jerusalem: Israel Deputy partment was introduced by the vocational, or technical course. water: The Natural Resources
pnce of bread has increased includes A-line shifts, jumpsuits, lines, armholes, belts, and even people and its reunification." Premier Abba Eban, a former House Committee on Govern- ive years is permitted the stu- & Power Subcommittee of my
from 12.5 cents to almost 21 culottes, and trim smocks,
hems.
Foreign chief of Israel's U. N. delega- ment Operation, of which I am dent to repay the loan, but not Coveniment Operations ComAustrian
Vienna:
cents a loaf. This increase has Crisply tailored in traditional Newest novelty trim is the Minister Bruno Kreisky — "Am- tion — "I am too stunned by chairman. This will help the before, completion of at least mittee has been examining the
been caused by rising costs of''cottons, they have a place in industrial zipper. It ranks high bassador Stevenson's interest in this sudden news to say all that President obtain maximum co- one year of such schooling.
Nation's effort to control water
supplies, packaging, and distri-'Ahe wardrobe of every home- in fashion favor this year. These the smaller countries belonging Is in my heart. He was my ordination of the many Federal
Not al: students want college. Windom It reports to me that
bution.
maker . . . whether she lives in bold giant zippers boriowed to the U. N. always had great close personal friend. At cru- activities affecting city and The bill recognizes this. It al- Federal aid is helping our city
Now comes a proposal to boost'a house in the suburbs or a from industry show up frequent. importance for us. We all knew general assembly ball which so suburban housing and develop- so recognizes our Nation's need to continue suppiyi ig good withe cost of wheat by 25 per cent igh-rise apartment. And, surely on shifts and jumpsuits.
that here was a man to whom often echoed his eloquence.
ment.
for advancing skills through tty water.
•*
— raising the price of a bushel:to their name, these indoor-out- Actually a new family of we could come with all compliThe world reaction on his Passage of the bill demon1
of wheat from $2.00 to $2.50. idoor
fashions serve as well for fashions that have replaced the cated problems. We have lost a death follows:
strates an awareness on the
Any increase in the cost of a'supermarket shopping and ram. housedress, these indoor-out- good friend and a great demoAmerica
U. N. Secretary General part of the House that
raw material usually increases fly chauffering as fcr house- door garments have borrowed crat."
is now a Nation of cities. It also
richer
"We
the
said
are
Thant
the cost of the .finished product..cleaning and meal preparing. ideas from sportswear,' dar- The Hague: Dutch Foreign
.
for having had the experience , is recognition of the fact that,25
n increase in the Cost o
Minister Joseph M.A.H. Luns
Imany pressing civic and social
Chambray denim is the choice time dresses, and loungewear
of working with him."
United
the
wheat would probably be re
for
loss
— "A great
problems manifest in our cities
of the new fashions, They have some of the virtues
m--a ny
Prime
—
Minister
LONDON
and
Nations
fleeted in the cost of a loaf of
United
the
States,
—
lreports the National Colton,of all these garments along with the specialized agencies of the Harold Wilson sent a personal require concentrated Federal
bread. This I oppose
;an individuality all their Own.
attention at the Presidential
Council.
U. N. in which he always had' a mesiage to President Johnson. level.
This season, it turns up in As such, they have a place in constructive part."
"I never visited the U.S. with•
•
•
JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI) — to meet the two•year residen
bright new colors like peacock'every homemaker's wardrobe, In Madrid— A Spanish out going to see Stevenson,"
approval: Civil rights leader Charles Ev- cy requirement.
wl.is
bill
Housing
sage green, and firem,m
blue,
Wilson's
cable
"Re
said.
came
Foreign Ministry official said
Don't suffer agony In seconds get reef
passed bill now
as well as conservative
ers and about 25 other Negroes "I became eligibile on the
Stevenson's death was "a great to visit me at Chequers only A House-Senate
that lasts with ORA-JEL. Speed-release red
formula puts it to work inshades of charcoal, brown, and Know Your Negro History loss to the United States." he last Saturday, and I was im- provides for rent subsidies for filled out Mississippi's new 13th of June," he said. „-gm
stantly to stop throbbing
All are colors that The Illinois General Assem- official said Stevenson was well- pressed once more by his wit, :ow income families who qual
blue.
copen
toothache pain. so safe docvoter registration Evers had planned to
won't show soil easily.
bly in 1941 passed a law for- liked by the Spanish people be- his 'wisdom and his friendship ify for public housing. In effect simplified
tors recommend it for
the bill enables poor families to form after calling off a voter march on the courthouse t
•
•
teething.
While fashion and comfcrt are bidding discrimination on all cause of his visits to Spain. He for this country."
big factors in the popularity defense contracts in the state, said his death was "deeply re- The London Times, in an edi- move into better housing. registration march because of kick off a city-wide voter regis
tration drive, but rain prevent
torial titled "A True Ameri- Though the better 'sousing may rain.
can," hailed Stevenson as "A be higher in rent, the difference It took only about 30 minutes ed the march and the aPPli
the
by
subsidized
prophet before his time who re- would be
for the group to fill out the cants were driven from
ceived honor but not power ... Co -ernment.
forms in shifts of four, a con- church in the Negro section t
•
•
•
He died full of disappointment."
rest to the time-consuming old the county courthouse.
The bill also provides for no- registration test which called Under the new simplified voManila: Philippine President
Diosdado Macapagal — "He down payment loans under for constitutional interpreta- ter registration form, appliwas a great man whose intel- FlIA for ex-servicemen; match- tions and asked other essay- cants are asked questions only
lect and knowledge of interna- ing grants of money to cities for type questions.
about their residency, age, and
tional affairs as well as humor the construction of community Evers explained that be qualifications. The are requir4.4
made him loved and respected centers in low-income sections; hadn't
registered in Jackson ed to take an oath that they.
the world over."
and grants ef up to $1,500
before because he hadn't been haven't been convicted 61 •
homeownlow-income
enable
to
Rome: Italian Premier Aldo
back in the state long enough felony.
Moro — "Deeply shocked by the ers in urban i enewal areas to
sudden death of Ambassador bring their homes up to stand
Ad:at E. Stevenson, whom I dard to avoid eviction. All in-all,
remember for his lofty inspira- the bill is a major piece of legtion and activity in the service islation in behalf of noar people
of his country and to the ad- and their need ;or better housvantage of the whole world." mg.
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Who was first
to wrap up a case:
Scotland-Yard or
Alexander Gordon?
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The Tri-State Defender
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Mr. and Mrs. Henry Gilchrist
of 1398 Melrose Cove, entertained their former neighbors,
Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Thompkins
of Long Beach, Calif., on Tuesday night. July 6.
A beautiful bouquet of flowers
was presented the couple as
they arrived, and movies made
of their visit. A delicious menu
was served.
Among the other Melrose Cove
neighbors present for teh evening were Dr. and Mrs. I. A.
Watson, Jr., Mrs. Frank Sims,
1Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Thornton,
Mrs. Kermit liarris, Mr. and
and Mrs. Frank Whatley, Mr.
land Mrs. J. Anderson, Rev. and
Mrs. E. W. Williams, and Mrs.
C. D. Walton.

SPECIAL TO THE DEFENDER the State Police.
Ad
Adlai Stevenson the "co"corn- The body was to lie in state
pletely civilized man" — was r in the Bloomington Unitarian
embarking Monday on the etern- .Church until the funeral serval sleep of peace, alongside his ice.
loved ones in Evergreen Memo- The final honor paid in Springnal Cemetery, Rockford.
field to one of the most eloquent
His quiet grave-site stood men of the age was a simple
ready, a few feet from the tomb three-minute prayer delivered
of the first Adlai Stevenson, the by a Negro lawmaker, the Rev.
nation's vice president under Corneal A. Davis, pastor of
Grover Cleveland.
Quinn Chapel A M 17, Church,
And all Bloomington mourn- Chicago.
ed.
In the little city of 3600, Davis, a Democratic state
business stood
still. People representat.ve for 23 year s,
spoke in hushed voices. They'eulogized Stevenson as a "great
knew they had suffered public peacemaker . . . whose instrucloss — but they were awed, too, tive tongue talked sense to . . .
to know that their loss was the people all over world, whose
greatness increased as he sought
world's.
There was plenty to remind to extinguish the fires of hate,
them of this,
prejudice, selfishness, division
For one thing the throng of and strife that endanger the
notables converging on Rock- free world in our time.
ford included President John- "We thank thee, oh God,"
son, his wife and daughter Davis raid, "for this devoted
Lynda Bird, Vice President and a n d dedicated public servant,
Mrs. Humphrey, and Supreme whose memory we revere,
Court Chief Justice Earl War- whose works stand out as a
ren.
city that is set on a hill and
Mr. Johnson was scheduled to cannot be hidden,"
arrive at Chanute Mr Force The body had laid in state in
Base at 10 a.m, and be flown to the rotunda of the Capitol since
Bloomington by helicopter in Friday.
time for the 11 a.m. services.
It was brought there from
The final rites for the U.N. Washington following a memoambassador and twice-whipped rial service in t h e National
presidential candidate were of- Cathedral.
ficially billed as "private."
The United States ambassaBut how "private" can a dor to the United Nations was
funeral be when the President stricken with a fatal heart atof the United States shows up? tack on a London street last
Besides, the final honors in Wednesday.
the little Illinois city Stevenson
In the Capitol, the body restloved so well were a re-echo ed atop a catafalque which
of the official observances held once hzld the remains of Abraover the weekend in both Wash- ham Lincoln. Between 3:30 P.M.
ington and Springfield.
Friday, when Stevenson's body
Stevenson's body was brought was placed in the rotunda, and
to Bloomington f rom Spring- 9 A.M. Sunday when the
field Sunday by a 12-car fun- rotunda was closed 70,013 pereral procession which coveted sons filed by the casket in the
the 60 miles under escort of Illinois capital city of 83,000.
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STEVENSON: FOUR VIEWS
Adial E. Stevenson, the late American Ambassador to the
United Nations, is shown (top-from left) sitting on the lap
of his grandfather, Adlai E. Stevenson 1, who was running
for vice president on a ticket with William Jennings Bryan, and at the age of 13 resplendent in an Eton collar. In
the bottom photos, (from left) he is seen as a graduating
Northwestern University law school student in 1926, and on
a camping trip in the wilderness. (UPI Telephotos)

Negro Students From Miss.
In Special Iowa U. Project
IOWA CITY, Ia. — A group
of undergraduates from Rust
College, in Holy Springs, Miss,
have begun a seven-week program of special studies at the
University of Iowa.
The 19 students began arriving in Iowa City from the Ne-

lit Sedan Slue with matching interior. white
side w•lis. push-out windows.

'64 Volkswapn ..$1595 $1495
113. Black White Wm walla.
$1545
'64 Volkswagen . .$1645
heater
white aide
Sunroof Sea blue radio and
push.out windows fully equipped.

Mrs. Teresa Watson was hon.
ored at a surprise birthday
party last Sunday evening by
her mother, Mrs. Susie Dabney.
and Mrs. Watson's daughter,
Mrs. Helen Burns, at her home
on Edwards circle.
On hand to greet the guests
was the honoree's granddaugh
ter, Miss Brenda Burns. A delicious menu was served.
Among the guests present
were Mr. and Mrs. Wardell
Reams, Mrs. Mary Sherrod,
Mrs. Evelyn Stinger, h‘rs. Etta
Flowers, Mrs. Esther Chambers, Mrs. Priscilla Burke, Mrs.
Jennett Ilaraway and Mrs.
Dorkey Pickens,
Also Mrs. Fannie M. Talks,
Mrs. Thelma Wall, Mrs. Magnolia O'Neal, Mrs. Virginia
Johnson, Mrs. Virginia Grinner,
Mrs. Betty Sue Taylor and
Misses Gloria and JoAnn
O'Neal.

ADLAI E. STEVENSON
1965
1900

A Great Leader
(AN EDITORIAL)

It is regrettable that men of great moral influence, of rare
vision, of great prestige and intellectual prowess should be
cut down by death just at the moment they are rendering immeasurable service to their country and to the world at large.
Such was the case in Adlai E. Stevenson's sudden removal
from the world of the living. He was, beyond contest, a great
American -- one whose devotion to the cause of international
peace was uncommon and unquestioned. His ready eloquence,
his measured words and wit marked him as one of the most
impressive and delightful personalities of our age.
Twice candidate for President of the United States,. once
Governor of Illinois, and U. S. Ambassador to the United Nations at the time of his death, Mr. Stevenson had by experience
and training a broad perspective of those problems with which
the world is daily grappling.
His defense of America's position with regard to Red China's
admission to the world organization, and to Russia and Vietnam in the context of the present crisis was impeccable.
At home, on the grave question of civil rights, Mr. Stevenson has been forthright. His deepest feelings as he has always
revealed them in numerous speeches about Abraham Lincoln
and other historic figures who have left their footprints on
the sand of American history, were conveyed in his insistence upon the oneness of humanity.
His views on critical national issues were not always clearly
interpreted in quarters that saw life through a different prism.
But those who understood the requirements of a free society,
who saw in the unfolding processes of democracy a true awakening of man's humanity to man, caught Mr. Stevenson's spirit
and meaning.
He was a defender of human rights, human ideals, of truth
retrieved from the quicksand of ignorance and prejudice. And
he died in the pursuit of that sacred mission. He was without
peer.

gro college in mid-June.
The program includes intensive instruction in madiematies, reading. sprech and composition. It is sponsored by the
Mississippi Support Program,
which is sponsored by the U of
people here.

CASH MST!

Staff Sergeant Wilbert N
Middleton, Jr. son, of Mr. and
Mrs. Wilbert N. Middleton, Sr.,
of 1261 Azalia Street, arrived
for duty recently at Walker
AFB, New Mexico, after a tour
of service in Spain.
Sgt. Middleton, a graduate
of Booker T. Washington High
School, is a management alalyst and is assigned to a Strategic Air Command (SAC) unit at
Walker.
His organization supports the
SAC mission of keeping the nation's intercontinental missiles
and jet bombers on constant
alert.
His wife, Mrs. Etta Middleton, is the daughter of Mrs
Pauletta Burgen of 1300 James
Street.
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RAMBLER AMERICAN 2-DOOR SEDAN
•Complete with Weather-Eye Heating
• Foam Cushions, Arm Rest
•Bumper Guards
•Crankcase Vent System
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•Turn Signals, Oil Fi!ter
•Fuel Tank Filter
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• Federal Tao end Freight

ALL FOR ONLY

Here's an easy solution on now fo ease she
"bite" on your income when it comes to paying bills. Arrange for a low-cost, easy -to-payback consolidation loan, Visit our office anytime

Arrange for beautiful
Hammond Organ Music

482 S. Perkins Ext.
Memphis, Tenn.

I
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Coupe Green and
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Make your special program more meaningful.

HAMMOND ORGAN STUDIOS

Sergeant Back
Home After
1Duty In Spain

RAMBLER 440 4-DOOR SEDAN

ORGAN MUSIC

Call 682-1653 - Mr. Pfund

VOLKSWAGENS
'65 Volkswagen . . $1795 $1605
113 Sedan. White with red interior fully equipped.
'84 Volkswagen .$1595 $1495

during the week.
Easy
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Repay
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FINANCE COMPANY
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Phone 525-7611
• 161 SOUTH MAIN
Phone 527-8581
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•Tarn Signals
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•Fuel Tank Filter
• Air Cleaner
•Self Adjusting Braireis

•Federal Ton and Freight
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.areer Jobs Open For
ten With Red Cross

n

U. S. In Court
n
Kla
n Bogalusa

Carl Carson, chairman of the terns.
onphis Area Chapter, has
While first service must be Against
-n informed by national in the U.S., later availability,
adquarters that career jobs
for foreign service at U.S in;h the American Red Cross stallations is a requisite, Mr.
U.S. military installations
Carson explained.
now available to men.
Applicants must have COMThe organization needs colmilitary commit'e graduates, between the leted their
BOGALUSA, La. — U.S. Attor-comment.
good health
es of 23 and 35, to handle its ments, and be in
. ney-General Nicholas Katzen- But in his broadcast, Spiers
inter
men
said
Carson
Mr.
Nice programs at installations
filed five suits, including reminded the white citizens of
contact the Mem. bach
.oughout the United States, ested should
one seeking an injunction, to bar Bogalusa and outsiders that he
Cen1400
at
Chapter
Area
phis
tmanly in counseling with
from intim- and other law enforcement ofor their nearest the Ku Klux Klan
rvicemen and their families tral Avenue,
idating and threatening civil ficers were under strict orders
office,
chapter
Cross
Red
probfamily
personal and
rights demonstrators, business- from the Federal Court to safemen, and Bogalusa city officials. guard pickets and marchers.
In this way, the Justice De- The injunction was issued July
partment launched a legal move 10 by U. S. Dist. Judge Herbert
state employ- against the K. K. K. and accused W. Christenberry at the request
'hicago Daily Defender Edi- facilities of the
any employer police of failing to protect civil of Bogalusa civil rights leaders.
to
services
ment
Sengand Publisher John
discrimination, and rights workers and others Civil "We must and will have strict
practicing
Adlai
met
cke who first
all references to race rights advocates renewed picket- and complete law enforcement
.venson when he was assis- deleted
service records." ing at a shopping center and here," Knight added.
employment
in
unNavy
it Secretary of the
the same time, Mrs. police in this racially split city Last week pickets were cursAt
durKnox
r Secretary Frank
(Seated) Mrs. Madeleine Whitehead, Duchesne County Day
Roosevelt herself a fighter for immediately announced a new ed and attacked by whites. Eggs, These teachers make up the faculty for the 1965 Summer
: the Roosevelt administra- human
the get-tough policy with and whites fire-crackers and fruit were
rights credited
School, Houston; Mrs. Rollande Leguillon, Lanier High
session
in
now
as
him
Language
to
Act
n still referred
National Defense Education
governor. with. "strengthening caught harassing or assaulting hurled at marchers.
expresbe
School, Houston; Miss Annie Pearl Barrett, Washington
when
to right):
ie governor"
Spiers warned anyone caught
the State Commission on Human the demonstrators.
at Texas Southern University. Standing, (left
i his "deep shock" at the Relations; supported and en- Police arrested a 19-year-old harasLing, assaulting, cursing,
High, Houston; Miss Jo Edith Cardenas, New Trier High
Lazcano,
Antonio
Sandye McIntyre, Morgan State College;
mise of the brilliant former couraged the desegregation of white youth who threw a punch or throwing objects at the deSchool, Winnetka, Ill; Mrs. Angeles Bosch, Oberlin College,
Park
Galena
Bostos,
Guadaloupe
inois Governor.
and
Eau Claire State College;
public schools in Illinois;
at a picket. Ile was not inden- monstrators will be arrested
Ohio; Miss Janet Jones, Prairie View and Mrs. Joan Green,
•'I caught the news on the appointed many . . . Negroes to tined.
and
into
hauled
Public
"on the spot"
Public Schools; Benjamin Todd, Galena Park
res." said the publisher. "For state official" during his term.
court "as soon as poSsible."
resumTSU and University of Texas. (On floor) Mrs. Consuelo
s
demonstration
the
As
Houston;
of
University
Schools; 'Theodore Aristotelidis,
moment I couldn't believe Sengstacke recalled that at
Police Chief Clax- Only a handful of whites
Bustos, Galena Park, Texas and Miss Marie E. Drouln,
Leroy
Hampshire;
is . . we had known each the time the governor was ed ilo,galusa
New
the
College,
picwatch
to
Anselm
stood
around
St.
Cote,
Norman
ton Knight and public safety
ier since he was Assistant nominated Ambassador to the
TSU.
under
who
returned
the
kets
Adelphi
cemmissioner Arnold Spier s'
Sterling, TSU; Rafael Bosch, Oberlin College and
cretary of the Navy."
United Nations, his staff had
on the radio to warn police watchful guard of 13 state and
University, L.I.; Karl Reinhardt, University of Houston.
In a telegram to his son, Adlai, one Negro, Mrs. Carmel Marr. went
police.
city
would not tolerate any violence
, Sengstacke referred to the Since that time, 16 Negroes
against the pickets.
7mer governor's death as a have occupied high ranking
by 10 Negroes and co
list includes Picketing
)ss . . from which America positions. The
Pine Tree Plaza
the
at
whites
8
renever
may
Ecothe
world
d the
Franklin Williams on
after a
ver" and referred to him as nomic and Social Council; Frank Shopping Center came
demonstrations
.n incomparable leader whose Montero who began his career one-day halt in
votion to world peace and the with the U.N. mission as Speci- in this papermill town.
clergy(EDITOR'S NOTE: A tiny I policemen behind its 10-foot have gone on to become
Afare of mankind was match- al Assistant to Mr. Stevenson; Negro leaders called for anoth- u
gray stone walls than or- men.
high
has!
which
of
orphans
school for
is and enduring."
John Means a principal eco- er march later and officials
About halfway down the main
phans.
•• •
and Ernest the Congress of Racial Equality
existed peaceably for more There is no trouble on the road I met one of the students,
nomic adviser;
in
to
plans
Recalling other highlights
(CORE) announced
Griggs, III and others.
than 100 years is the center of quiet campus itself, but poten- Cecil Brewer, a tall 15-year-old,
e governor's colorful career, During this time, the Gover- test public accommodations this NEW YORK, N.Y. — James zen.
civil rights dispute. One of tial trouble lies only a few feet who was sitting on a bench outa
consideris
there
of
fact,
"In
director
particularly
national
Farmer,
he
said
oigstacke
nor used the services of Carl week.
side the junior school building.
complipolice
of
in
this
amount
week
graduates, a United Press — outside its walls.
out
civil
able
spoke
its
on
CORE,
stand
direchis
lmired
Rowan, the present USIA
Sunday's lull in racial demonThe National Association for How do the students feel about
ghts and was "proud" of his tor; John Morrow, former Am- strations -as broken when four defense of the Louisiana-based city with the Klan assaults— International reporter, returned
the Advancement of Colored the NAACP demonstrations?
cord as Ambassador to the bassador to Guinea; Ambassa- Bogalusa Negroes were charged "Deacons for Defense and Jus- enough so, that alarmed Ne- recently to see what changes
People (NAACP) began picket. "We're used to it," he said.
for the lives of have occurred.)
fearful
of
group
groes,
a
organization,
sited Nations and the "degree dor Mercer Cook, and Clif Whar- with shooting at a carload of lice_
ing the school May 1 in an ef- "It doesn't bother us anymore.
families, armed, organizhis ton, who retired from the State
who
South
have
the
their
in
Negroes
which he integrated
whites at a truck stop near armed themselves to defend ed and walk a beat."
fort to force the board of trus- If they want to picket it's okay,
By ALBERT FAUSTINO
aff."
Department an envoy to Nor- Isere.
tees to change the will of Step- if theydon't climb over the
Some quarters criticized Mr. way.their homes against racist vio- "And I can't blame them. I
ience.
can't find fault with a man for PHILADELPHIA — (UPI)— hen Girard, who amassed a for. walls."
evenson on his merit hiring "A man can only do so much The Negroes were jailed and
constitutional Girard College, a school for tune as a merchant in the 1800s, Two other students stopped.
•actices, but the record will is a lifetime. Gov. Stevenson did police said they might be mem- Speaking in his weekly exercising his
sits on a so that Negro orphans can be Neither seemed overly contow that the first Negro pub- more than most men . . . his hers of the Deacons of Defense column in New York's Negro rights to protect his home, white, male orphans,
sprawling, 43-acre campus nor- admitted.
cerned about the race contro: relations officer for the death is a personal loss to me," and Justice, and armed group °-f weekly, T H E AMSTERDAM with weapons if necessary."
Negroes pledged to protect civil NEWS, Mr. Farmer said in BELIEVES IN SELF DEFENSE mally removed from the bustle I was one of the "poor male versy.
avy, Dennis Nelson who at,said Sengstacke.
part: "let's get two things "I firmly believe that in the of the city of Philadelphia white orphans" who spent more Adjacent to the junior school
rights workers.
le time of the appointment wasr
it.
than 10 years at Girard before is one of the five large playNavy lieutenant was urged byl
Two other suits filed by the straight regarding the Deacons search for political, social and which surrounds
is For nearly 120 years it has I was graduated in 1947. I paid grounds on the campus. The
ov. Stevenson.
Know Your Negro History Justice Department seek crim- for Defense and Justice down human rights, non-violence
in Louisiana. Yes, they tote the only parctical mechanism enjoyed a quiet existence. Ter a visit to the school recently upper two stories of a row of
In 1956, Mrs. Roosevelt referArthur W. Mitchell of Chica- inal and contempt action against guns and no, they don't shoot at this moment in history. But
-el to his civil rights record,
day there are sometimes more to look into the controversy.
homes occupied by Negro famiKnight and Spiers, charging they
S.
U.
the
to
elected
was
go
of nonsense I believe that when threatened,
hen she said "he desegregatedE
The school now resembles a lies outside the wall look directfailed to back a federal injunc- first. A good deal
in
s
Representative
of
House
I
to
profought
right
he
the
about the Dea- any man has
me National Guard;
medieval fortress under siege. ly down on the playground.
tion requiring protection for has been talked
cons, most of it coming from the tect his life, retaining of course
ir a State FEPC ... issued and'1934 thereby becoming the civil rights demonstrators.
Wooden barricades line the Much of the ill-feeling about
ConNegro
Democratic
first
firstl
inthe
for
injunction
non-violent
the
orders
to
effort
nforced
Southern press—in an
entire wall which surrounds Gi- Girard stems from the fact it
Spiers and Knight declined
demonstraa
non-violent
side
me in any state denying the gressman in the United States,
the
Deacons,
discredit CORE,
rard. Police jeeps are stationed is now surrounded by a sprawand even to justify violent re- tion."
at intervals and others con- ling Negro neighborhood. When
prisals and assaults from the "CORE is in the rights busiit was first opened in 1848 it
stantly patrol the streets.
Klan.
in
are
ness and the Deacons
The air of dignity which sur- was in the country, but the
"First, a little history—the the protecting business. I don't
city grew and now encircles the
rounded the college is gone.
Deacons were originally formed believe in electric chairs, beAs I approached the main school.
in Jonesboro, Louisiana, as a cause that is society retaliating
gate I expected to see the pick. The NAACP has branded the
strict and disciplined defense violently, but I do believe in The 14th Ward Civic club will
ets, but there were none in wall around the college an aforganization. They did not and the personal right to self-de- present its annual tea at the
I finally found one asleep front to Negroes. Friedmann
sight.
do not seek violence. But an em- fense and can only work and Union Protective Life Insurance
a battered blue car with a points out the wall was built
battled Negro community decied hope that right is rigidly dis- company at 1234 Mississippi in
saying, "keep long before there were any Neit needs to defend itself from the ciplined through organizations blvd • on Sunday July 25, from sign on the top
In '65."
e
groes in the area, and that it
FreedomAliv
the
Klan
of
frenzy
homicidal
such as the Deacons."
4 to 7 P.M.
Policemen directed me to the was adopted from the European
and others in that state.
A sermon by Rev. J. W. Wil- school's lone gate tender whose custom of building walls around
NO COMPARISON
liams, Jr., of Atlanta will be duties seemed to have been schoolsd
"Some uninformed people like Topless Suiter Fined
1
recorded. He is the son of Rev..usurped.
The small lodge he Friedmann, a native of Readto compare the Deacons with HAMPTON, N.M.— (UPI) —
W. Williams, Sr., pastor of'normally used was jammed ing, Pa., has been working at
the Klan; that's stupid. The Julie A. Paradis, 18, of Kittery, J.
Baptist church. Iswith
e. police while he stood out- Girard since 1935. He is a gradDeacons don't lynch, burn, or Maine, was convicted of disor- Lane Avenue
invited to be side.
uate of Dartmouth and Columassault. The Deacons don't ride derly conduct on the basis of The public is
clubs are The guard sent to the vice bia.
shotgun in the enemy camp." something "not in evidence" present, and all civic
expected to send represents- president's office to pick up a Ile is a tall man with close"Understand, the Deacons That, according to the testipass permitting me to walk cropped graying hair. We talkdon't replace legal law en- mony of two state troopers, was nye'
overforcement in much of the South the "top half of her (bathing) Mrs. Emma Kerr is presi- around the grounds. The Vice ed in his spacious office
President, John C. Donecker, looking a wide expanse of lawn
dent.
that will protect a Negro citi- suit." She was fined $25.
said only 29 students were at and the main gate.
the school. The others had gone Friedmann will not discuss
home for the summer. I men- the NAACP drive to enroll Netioned the sleeping picket and groes in the school. Several of
MEMPHIS'
he said, "We wish they would his remarks, he says, have
been misinterpreted by newsall do the same thing."
FINEST OUTDOOR,
As I walked down the "main men.
road" in the shade of the scores Ile said about 17,000 students
of trees lining the way, an oc- have gone through Girard since
casional police jeep passed. On it was opened. Enrollment
the left is the huge chapel reached a peak in 1939 with 1,where students attend non-sec- 700 students. Now there are
tarian services four times a only about 700, he said, be"As Modern as
week. No clergymen are per- cause of a lack of money.
Spacewalking"
mitted on the campus since Gi- "It cost about $900 per year
rard's will prohibits them. He in 1939 to board each student
said he wanted to keep the stu- Last year the cost was just undents "free from the excite. der $3,000," he said. "We even
ments, which clashing doctrines ran into a slight deficit last
and sectarian controversy are year."
He went on to explain the 0so apt to produce . . ."
In addition to attending the nancing of the school. The Gischool's chapel, the students rard estate is worth $70-$75 milare allowed to go to the nearby lion, but the college operates
churches if they wish. When only on the income from the
they go now they have police estate. This amounts to between 8200,000 and $225,000 a
escorts.
Dr. Karl Friedmann, presi- year. He said he submits an andent of the school, told me la- imal budget for approval to the
ter that despite the ban against board of trustees, whose memministers and priests on the bers are appointed by the Philcampus, a number of graduates adelphia Orphans Court.
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Civic Club Will
Present Tea At
Union Protective
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LATE MODEL ONE-OWNER CADILLACS
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SELF-SERVICE SALE
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Every CAR—Every EXTRA
Is Greatly Reduced

More and more people consider a
well cared for pre-owned Cadillac
superior to most new cars that
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Reduced Prices On Everything.
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formance and pride of ownership.
Our selection of used Cadillacs is
large and attractive—and our price
range is wide enough to make any
family a Cadillac family.
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SOUND OFF
JOE NAMATH:
THE $400,000 CHALLENGE

USED
CARS

SOUTHERN MOTORS. INC.
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MOVE IN ON BASEBALL
This month— 'ref! month — a bigger, more ection-pecked SPORT!
WWII is-depth profiles exclusive intennews, thrilling color photographs!
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MICKEY MANTLE: TWILIGHT OF A HERO
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19TH YEAR AS FIRST MAGAZINE
FOR SPORTS .. NOW ON SALE!
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MSU Students Back From
Training At SAC Base
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•
p
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Two Memphian.s, Michael T. Fraternity.
Braswell and Carl E. Hubbard
Cadet Hubbard, who was also
cently completed four weeks
U.S. Air Force training at engaged ii the flying and supe Strategic Air Command's port phases of operations, is
a graduate of Booker T. WashAltus AFB, Oklahoma.
Both are members of the Air ington High School and is the
Force Reserve Officer Training son of Mr. and Mrs. James HubCorps (AFROTC) unit at Mem- bard of 149 N. Watkins.
His wife is the former Miss
phis State University.
Cadet Braswell, a graduate Blancha R. Harris, daughter of
of Hamilton High School and Rev. and Mrs. G. C. Harris of
son of Mr. and Mrs. Houston T. 1436 Lambert.
Braswell, 1524 Gold Avenue, was
Cadet Hubbard and Cadet
engaged in the flying and sup- Braswell will be eligible for apport phases of operations at the pointment as Air Force second
Air Force installation. He is a lieutenants upon graduation and
member of Kappa Alpha Psi completion of AFROTC training.
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M. T. BRASWELL

11) FRANK STANLEY

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — For a were determined, Negroes had
Congressman George Grider long time we have resented a clinched seven seats as results
(D., Tenn.) hailed passage of comparison of Kentucky with of primaries that left Negro
the voting rights bill as a long such
deep southern states as Democrats pitted against Neoverdue measure that should Alabama, Georgia, Nlississip.
gro Republicans.
"insure once and for all the pi, Louisiana,
etc. But the re- The eighth House seat was
right of every citizen to vote."
cent political achievements of picked up at Columbus where
The Memphis Democrat is a
the Negro makes us look Albert W. Thompson, a Negro
member of the Judiciary Comto the "peach" state with attorney, active in the work
mittee and helped write the bill
with the NAACP. defeated Dr.
that passed the House of Rep- pride. Georgia voters elected
Ike Maxwell, a Republican.
eight
Negroes
the
to
Georgia
week.
resentatives last
This is quite an achievement
Congressman Grider was one House. In the next General Asbecause Columbus is in the
of 22 Southerners who voted for sembly of Georgia there will
congressional district of Rep.
the bill. It was approved by a be ten Negroes—two senators
Calloway, Georgia's
vote of 333-85, after the House and eight members of the Howard
.only Republican Congressman,
defeated a
Republican-spon- House.
This is the most Negroes to watersored substitute.
gain legislative seats in the which went heavily for Gold.
The bill now goes to a con20th century, and the eight who Interestingly enough, two of
Highway 80. Klansmen armed with shot- ference to iron out differences won seats in the House be- the newly-elected Negro memguns stood vigil our the gathering. (UPI between the versions passed by come the first Negroes to be bers to the Georgia House —
the House and Senate.
Telephoto)
elected in the lower chambers Julian Bond and Benjamin
"In supporting this bill, I since 1907 in Georgia. More- Brown—were chased out of the
speak for the neW South," Con- over, they represent the
most House gallery in 1962, during
gressman Grider said.
to serve since 33, were among the student protest drives,
"It means that we are look- those of the 1868 Reconstruc- when an official yelled "Mr.
ing to the future, while preserv- tion session.
Doorkeeper, get those niggers
ing the best of the past. I am
Ironically, Georgia is now out of the white section of the
convinced that most Southertied with Illinois, Michigan and gallery!"
ners are now willing to comply
However, at the impending
Pennsylvania in the number of
with a voting rights law and
session of the Georgia Legislato give every citizen his full Negroes serving in the state ture, Representatives Bond and
legislature. Even liberal Illirights under the law."
nois has only one Negro state Brown will occupy seats on the
senator, while Pennsylvania lawmaker made his insulting
has none. More than this, New remarks. They will have equal
We're (Burp) Square
York has only a total of eight voice with many of his cohorts
who found the insulting inciNORWICH, England — (UPI) Negroes in its legislature, llow
— Former Chef Alistair Camp- did they achieve this? Not only dent amusing.
bell Smith figured the owners by playing the smart politics, The real lesson here is that
of the Anglian Grill here owed but being alert to their new- more Negroes who ran for office, even against each other,
him a week's wage. So last found opportunities.
the better chance it is for their
week he marched into the
Technically, the election was numbers to increase in electrestaurant and ordered.
forced by Federal Court ruling ed posts. The other principal
Turtle
and sherry soup; which outlawed the old
House ingredient is, to not be the cap.
Scampi; Hors d'Oeuvres; steak, very floor where the
bigoted Hee of either party, but play
mushrooms, vegetable; a dinseating on the ground that ru- the game smartly—both ends
ner wine; coffee—and five botral voters were favored. Un- against the middle, and strive
les of vintage champagne.
der the old representation, each for the balance of power and
The bill was $36.40—"just of Georgia's
159 counties, no use it wisely to obtain entry
about what they owe me," said
representative,matter how sm awllh,ilehadthea
thturtee. the political power strucSmith as he walked out.
moat
owner. Rissner was closing down his shop
The former chef was ordered populous
counties had no more Kentucky Negroes diplayed
windows when the picket walkedin front of
to stand trial on charges of ob- than
three seats,
his shop. (UPI Telephoto)
a modicum of this political intaining credit by fraud.
The technique was, that Ne- telligence in the May primaries
groes ran on both tickets. And in so far as more sought office
"It is our belief that Jackson
even before the June 15 results than ever.
"(
would not face any jail over-

Yeiro$04M

Klan members announce their "Americanism" outside a Shreveport, La. Klavern
meeting about six miles outside Bossier off

rgy-

People, Places
And Problems

New Bill Will
Insure All The
Right To Vote

(' E. HUBBARD

A & I Student I
Trains At Base
el, Oklahoma

James W. Williams, student
AN "NPI" FEATURE
at Tennessee A & 1 University,
July 18, 1868 — Negroes were
has completed four weeks of
A Congress of Racial Equality (CORE)
U. S. Air Force training at the legally declared American Citipicket gets a washing down from Ray RisStrategic Air Command's Altus zcs in a number of southern
sner (right), a Bogalusa, La. barbershop
AFB, Oklahoma.
states.
—
Cadet Williams was engaged
July 19, 1875 — Alice Ruth
in the flying and support phases
Nelson, sociologist,
of operations at the Air Force Dunbar
installation.
A graduate of author and widow of noted poet
crowding problem were it not
Douglass High school and mem- Paul Laurence Dunbar, was
for their policy of making inber of the AFROTC unit at
•I
ON
•
stantaneous arrests on charges
Tennessee A & I University, he born in New Orleans.
which are patently unconstituwill be eligible for appointment July 20, 1848 — World's first
Concentration
tional.
as an Air Force second lieuten- Women's Rights
Convention
ant upon graduation and com- held. Women's rights and anti- NEW YORK CITY — (ANN)crolled through the compound. iter day after day.
"The difficulties of providing
— Three representatives of the I "We saw, with our own eyes,
pletion of AFROTC training.
I "We have made a thorough for an exceptionally large numwere
linked.
slavery
causes
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
National Council of Churches
ber of prisoners do not justify
Isaac T. Williams of 2148 Eld- July 20, 1802 — Alexander who personally inspected "what the stitches in scalps which investigation of the Jackson the sadistic practices of the;
closed
the
gashes
inflicted by compound; we have talked with Jackson police and the Missis•
ridge Avenue.
Dumas, pere, great French we can only describe as a conCadet William's wife is the novelist and playwrights, was centration camp" in Jackson, the clubs of policemen.
over a hundred prisoners con- sippl Highway patrol.
former Beatrice Cummings,
Mississippi have reported their "We talked with these pri- fined within it; and we have "Every effort must be
born.
made
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Abe
findings in a congressional soners and learned that no read some thirty-five affidavits by our national
July 21, 1861 — The First Batgovernment to
Cummings of 2135 Shannon
briefing.
fresh
fruit,
no
fresh
milk,
and
from
citizens
confined
significant
within eliminate such conditions imvictle of Bull Run,
Street.
tory for the Confederacy during The investigators went to no meat except for one bologna Its walls.
mediately.
Jackson after about 800 dem- sandwich per prisoner on one "We are absolutely convinced "And if the government finds
the Civil War, was fought.
July 22, 1847 — Quinn Chapel onstrators were jailed there. day had been served within that that the primary purpose of the that it has not the power under
AME church, one of the oldest The demonstrations were or- compound since the first per- Jackson concentration camp is existing laws to see that they
churches in Chicago, was found- ganized by the Mississippi sons were interned in it seven not to serve as a place of in- are halted at once, then these
ed.
Freedom Democratic Party, in days ago.
carceration, but rather to serve outrageous conditions must
July 24, 1804 — Ira Aldrich, protesting a session of the Mis- "These human beings were as a place to break the spirit,,serve as an unmistakable manfamed Negro Shakespearean ac- sissippi Legislature en the being subjected to a diet of the will, the health and even date to the Congress to press
grounds that all the state's grite and syrup for breakfast, the body of each individual who purge them
tor, was born.
forever from the
July 24, 1893 — Dr. Charles elected officials were illegally beans and corn for lunch, and dared to assemble peaceably to the legislation necessary to
Johnson, noted sociologist and elected due to the absence of ,beans again for dinner, day al- seek a redress of grievances.
national scene."
first Negro president of Fisk Negroes on the voter registraUniversity, Nashville, Tenn., tion rolls.
The NCC is supporting the
was born in Bristol, Va.
right of peaceful demonstration.
The three investigators were
the Rev. Ian McCrae, the Rev.
W. Raymond Berry, and John
M. Pratt. Their report said in
part:
"We learned, to our horror
Asa T. Spaulding, president, and disgust, of the systematic
efforts
to dehumanize, demorNorth Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company has been in- alize, and degrade these citizens
which were being perpevited to attend the White House
Conference on Education, July trated by the police officials of
20 and 21, 1965.
the City of Jackson and the
The invitation was extended State of Mississippi.
by President Lyndon B. John- "We saw, with our own eyes,
son. In calling the Conference, fellow countrymen who were
President Johnson said that forced to remain all day on an
"Education is the key to op- absolutely bare concrete floor,
portunity in our society, and denied even the opportunity to
equality of educational oppor- stretch out for a moment's rest
tunity must be a birthright of on mattresses laid out only a
every citizen. No other chal- few feet away.
lenge concerts me more than "We saw, with our own eyes,
this one. None is of greater im- these individuals subjected to
t`EW YORK, N.Y. — Efforts portance to the American peo- a brutal 'gassing,' euphemistito form a Northern version of ple."
cally termed a fumigation, by
the infamous Southern White Expanding educational op- Jackson police. We saw, and
Citizens Council were made portunities will be one of the were ourselves subjected to a
hcie in New York City last week major themes of the Confer- choking, eye-smarting cloud of
as 27 white zealots met in a ence.
gaseous fumes ten to fifteen
German beer hall in Brooklyn. Mr. Spaulding has accepted feet high which, emanating
Unknown to the racists, CORE the invitation.
from a state spraying machine,
members and newspaper reporters had infiltrated the
AAAAAAA
group.
The meeting, which had the
REPOSSESS
usual ludicrous group of florid.
laced, beer mug-ban*.g bigots,
TAKE
UP
NOTES TODAY
'Erni a god deal of time speBAL,
NOTES
V1cally denouncing CORE and
named the "abolition of CORE"
... 1695
64 CHEV., 2 Dr
59.12
as one of its primary goals.
1 595..
54 13
63 CHEV., Cons
"Every time CORE sticks up
1450
57.00
62 CHEV., Cony
its black head," said group
58 CHEV., 2 Dr. H.T
. 595 ....... 28.64
leader John Sullivan, "a man
26.10
57 CHEV., 2 Dr., H.T
450
wearing a William Buckley for
61 PONT.,4 Dr., H.T
Mayor button should appear."
62 DODGE, 2 Dr.
Shouts of "John Lindsay (Re35.52
61 FORD Convt.
820
publican-Liberal candidate for
49.50
1495
64 MONZA Coupe
N.Y. Mayor) is a CORE lover,"
32.98
795
62 CHEVY II
and "CORE jerks" spiced the
meeting. The meeting was held
Owe to much on your present car? We will add
in the Bay Ridge area of Brook
balance to one of these fine cars - Financing No
lyn, historic center of the preProblem - Service Men Welcome. - SEE
World War II German-American Bund.

Churchmen Call Mississippi
Jail
Camp

AUTO LIABILITY - COLLISION
FIRE And HOSPITAL INSURANCE
If
If
If
If
If
If

you are clean and tired of high rates
you have lost your license
you are about to loose your license
you need an SR•22 filing at once
you have Older are 25 problems
you need free help, advice, quick
and efficient service, call Now!!
948-7775 or 948-1116

ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE CO.
988 Miss Blvd.
Memphis, Tenn.

Spaulding Attends
White House Meet

Attempt To
Form WCC In
New York City

tif

One With Every Ross Storting With It. Second!

FIRST RACE 8:00 P.M.
DAILY DOUBLE
Admission 251. Acres of free paved parkins

TURTLE RAFT
Make a raft 3 ft. by 3 ft. In
the center attach a wire basket baited with chicken or fish
. Around the basket fasten
g hooks. Turtles try to get
e bait, get caught in hooks.
(Don't get "caught" taking
thent cf.)

1965 SEASON
NOW OPEN
Racing Nitely Except
Sunday

DAVID WELCH

CHIP BARWICK
740 Union

527.2664

SATURDAY, JULY 24, 1985
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Stipend Awarded For
Social Work Study

Civil Service Announces
Jobs For Washington Area
A new examination for Com- in such branches as aerial,
motion
munications specialist has just laboratory, medical,
been announced by the Civil picture, scientific, still, televiService Commission.
sion and underwater.
41 These jobs, located in the De- The jobs pay from $4,480 to
partment of Defense and other $7,220 a year and require apFederal agencies in the WashThe reington area, requires experi- propriate experience.
ence in one or more fields of quirements are in Announcecommunications, such as tele- ment No. 363-B File applicaphone, teletypewriter, data tions with the Board of U. S.
transmission or other media of Civil Service Examiners,
Washington Navy Yard, Wash• communications.
Salaries range from $7,220 to ington, D. C. 20390.
$10,250 a year. Other specific These two examinations redetails are in Announcement quire no written tes tand appliFile applications cations will be accepted until
No. 362-B
with the Board of Civil Service further notice.
i Examiners, Department of the Announcements and appropriArmy, the Pentagon, Washing- ate application forms may be
(ton. D. C., 20310.
obtained from the Civil Service
Also announced this week is a Office, Room 306, Post Office
new examination for work in building, Memphis, T e n n.,
Washington as a photographer 38101.

(

GENERAL
HOME SERVICE

RECRUITING NURSES — "It's a wonderful thing when a business firm can work
with a social welfare agency to help a community overcome a problem," Mrs. Alida
C. Dailey, right, superintendent of nurses
at Harlem hospital in New York City, told
Dr. Benjamin Goodman, medical director

of a business firm who helped arrange the
first Nurse Recruitment Seminar at Harlem hospital. Looking on at left is pretty
Miss Yvonne Alveranga, a student nurse
and "cover girl" of the new booklet "How
You Can Become a Nurse."

Know Your Negro History

Goober Trouble

The only American male survivor of the Alamo is said to
have been a Negro. Known as
Joe, be was the slave of Col.
W. B. Travis. His was the first
known description of the Mexican assault and the fall of the
Alamo.

WOKING, England — (UPI)
— Ten-year-old Paul Beard,
who is very fond of peanuts,
took a handful from a vending
and got his hand
machine
stuck. Boy and machine were
parted under anaesthetic at a
local hospital.

FACTORY
AUTHORIZED

DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL SEPTEMBER 15, 1965

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
wHERI fOLKS LIKE YOU
GET PREFERENTIAL
SERVICE"

CO.
Gilbey's famous tAMILYFURNITURE
1049 Chelsea
frosty bottle
pours a Collins
Shop
Thrift
so cold it shivers The 122
Jefferson

UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN

Hrs. 9:30 - 5:30

1264 GETWELL I

London D•y On.90 poor. 100Z rem neuNal
L
L bor. Ltd. D.str&u,ed I; Naliondi DiitciIrro Produots Cornet
,

W. & A.
N.Y., .'•

BARGAINS

Brand New and Used
Shoes & Clothing
For The Entire Family
Oversized Dresses
Made To Order

Horne

— Reasonable —

TIGER SWEEPST KES
WINNERS
111,11

BEST
CARS

254' PRIZES

25 1 S t
PRIZES

PR
"I''44"11F1144C So

SH
SOUTH
ii

140511.

„,

titt,
4 Ca
0". ON

All Cars Guaranteed
12 FREE LURES and
12 FREE Oil Changes

131,

tor

'60 Chev. $1095
I A. 4-dr. Fa,t.
Power, low mileage. 1 s•
new.

'60 Chev. $1095
N.vrood 9.pass sta. wag.
VI P.G. Just like nal+.

'64 Olds $2795
Sesser U 4.dr. HO. Fifa.
air, lull 00.91 21000 miles.
down.
Spare

250$" PRIZES

'61 Cad. $1995
•
'61 Buick $1095

Vito' ru,
1.1

ot•‘•
s, .1v
4

fall pc-sr !.ai tl'arp

(..

,

Sol. sta. weal. Chsoene .a,k
• top VI 4••1 al•••

at us ciir
• ,..

'63 Buick $2495
Elect. 215 2dr H tCk11
leather ins . fact a,
a..., lilte new

401

f01,

full

Final winners' list now posted.
(Come look it over--you may have won!)
Are you one of the big winners in the Tiger-in-theTank Sweepstakes? There's just one way to find out
— look for your lucky number (the number on your
"Lucky Tiger" Key Chain) on the Final Winners'
List, now posted in the window of your Esso station.
Hundreds of great prizes were awarded in the first
drawing and now there are hundreds more waiting to
be claimed! Sports-fastback Marlins by Rambler,
Lone Star Boats and Trailers with Mercury "Merc

HUMBLE

SCHOOL ITEMS
Ill! in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.

MORE

AL CONVENIENT
%IP LOCATIONS

YOUR NAME

WIC 4-dr. sod feet, air
end full power. Extra ,harp.

'59 Chev. $995

500" Outboard Motors, RCA Victor Home Entertainment Centers, etc., etc., etc!!!
It doesn't matter when you entered the Sweepstakes, your number may be on this Final Winners'
List — so take your lucky key chain to your Esso station and look for the good news. And while you're
there, why not put a Tiger in your tank with Highenergy Esso Extra gasoline — for a 3-way power
boost. Happy Motoring!

. . AMERCA'd L.F.AD,NG ENEPGY COMPANY .. . MAKERS 00

'64 Buick $2997

ESSO PROOLCis

N,NIG
,
RE

PUT A TIGER IN YOUR TANK!

Impala Conn., solid rat
• auto. Double barreled
Mato.

'62 Buick $1695
LeSabse 2-dear PI•adtno
Full powe• and feetory art

Op.. NH.. ',It p.m.
739 UNION 5254374

BLUFF
CETO
BUICK
Belt'don KT!

Mother's name

Address

Number of papers wanted weekly

Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

Classified Ads...
Autos For Sale

HOME FOR SALE

CADILLAC 1951
4 DOOR SEDAN
• Power Steering — Brakes
• Good Condition
• Good Tires
• Price $350.
MU 3-6822
For sale or swap Dodge Car for Diamond or what have you, the value. —
398-4618
$1960 Super 88 Oldamobile 4-I) Sedan
Full power. air-cond , one owner
Call 397-1647

For Sale Misc.

PEWS FOR SALE
30 pews, 12 foot In length.
398-5836 or 398-6610

Apts. For Rent
FOR SENT
Newly Decorated Apartment.
1086 Booth Belle.ue
Across from future branch of Union
ent,:1.11CO.
Bank. Separate
Planter
courAs carport, floor furanee heat. No
thIldi en.
Month
150
Gall S1S-1118

Houses For Salo

LONGVIEW HEIGHTS
DARLING HOUSE
• 3 BEDROOMS •
• DEN •
Modern. EP.t in kitchen. Plus
..ar port. $450 down; inch:des
HOUSE FOR SALE
closing COSI Approximation,
1957 DELMAR
To bedrooms, living room and $72 month note.
• Shown By Appointment •
dining room combination.
Mrs. 13aiber Martenn,
$250 DOWN, F.H.A.
31.43
6618. Mrs. Lealo Hendon
El G.I., PLUS CLOSING
Mr. James Jones, GL 2-5273 (broker), 1529 Madison Ave.
HOUSE FOR SA1.1".1'
MID TOWN REALTY, 452-3146
Lakeview Oarden.

For Sale by Owner, Choice Location
3 Bedroom. Fieldstone Home. Largei
Corner Lot, Fenced back lard. Come
see anytime. 792 E. McKellar
9464532

Help Wanted

BARGAINS
St. Jouiph Church, 135 St. Paul -Silverware .10, Diehes, Bede, Curtains.
Good Gas Stove $25. Tables $4. Chairs
.75, Goat Heaters. All Cheap. Must
go Thursday 9,00 to 5:00.

Furn. For Sale

PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)

Beautiful three bedroom brick, living
and dining room combination, fireMace, one and a half bath, .at In
kitchen, all electric. Large closet..
double carport. FHA appraisal, 01 or
FHA loan. Call Mr. George C. William. — 398-5173 or 327-2086 —
central air-conditioned and beating,
Southland Realty Cn.

Linotype
proof- 1003 RAMONA, SPRINGDALE
operators,
readers and floormen. Only ex- area. Early American brick,
perienced personnel should ap- painted light green, white trim,
ply. Write, Personnel Dept. c-o black shutters, boxwood shrubChicago Defender, 2400
S. bery. 3 B. R., tile bath. FR&
Michigan Ave., Chicago 4616, $11,775 with $375 down or RI
lime loan for $1,600. Open for
Illinois.
inspection. BR 5-4296.

HOME FOR SALE

AN UNTAPPED Special Services
SOURCE OF
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO;
REVENUE
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
FOR YOU
Licensed and Bonded

LONGVIEW HEIGIITS
831 Alice, 2 B. R. Brick, large
gar., tile bath sep. living and
dining rms., wall to wall crpt.,
floor furnace heat. $9,850 with Salesmen
saleswomen
and
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
FHA low down payment. Seen wanted to sell retail advertisEMBARRASSED
by appointment only. 946-5361. ing in the Memphis market.
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
FOR SALE
30
ar.d
cent
per
25
We pay
1965 Model Singer - Zig-Zag per cent contract commission
edge on the dollar.
overcast, appliques,
stitches, monograms, makes THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
button holes, sews on buttons. 236 South Wellington Street
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
Assume balance of $70.00 or pay
Memphis, Tema.
7 Payments of $10.00
To see in your home call
PART TIME MAID
323-2251
BARBEE IMPORTED WIGS
Call After 5:30 P.M.
Mr. C. HUGHES
100 per cent human hair. MaJ141, 275-9676
chine made, $40. Hand mai\
WE INVITE YOU TO
TIME EARNINGS SEWING $90. Delivery in three wee",
VISIT THESE LOVELY SPARE
OR SSPlinG. Wit1119 'PO BOX 1941,
WINSION SALEM, N.C. ENCLOSE Hudson Barbee Import-Export.
HOMES IN LONG- Bra/APED
SELF-ADDRESSED EN.
5108 Horn Lake Rd., 398-1068
VNLOPE OR 100 COIN FOR REPLY.
NEAR
VIEW HEIGHTS
LAKE — Fish all day
BARBEE
work
to do at
SCHOOLS & BUS LINES. Light assembly
)02 hr. $1;
home. Crestline Co. 68 421 Com- $.50; horseback riding
HOME!
BRICK
BUILT
CUSTOM
horseback riding in the ring for
2 BATHS, LARGE mercial. Cathedral City Calif.
/
3 BEDROOMS, 11
LIVINGROOM, DININGROOM, EATchildren $.10; miniature golf, 18
IN KITCHEN, WALK-IN CLOSETS.
.es $.25; picnic grounds with
1,-.
CENTRAL HEATING, ALL NATURAL Business Opportunity
WOODWORK
CABINETS.
music for schools,
WOOD
record
AND TRIM, 2 AIR-CONDITIONERS
businesses
churches, clubs,
GO WITH HOME. CYCLONE FENOR SA1.1.
CED.
the family & enjoy
Snow ball machine New— only $10. Bring
5108 Horn
recreation.
2093 LARAMIE FIELDSTONE
Been in use for three weeks. a day of
3 BEDROOMS, 18 FT. KITCHEN.
398-1068 Hudson &
CARPETED LIVINGROOM & DIN- this is a bargain if ever want Lake Rd.,
INGROOM. FENCED SHADED RACK
Hilda Barbee, Managers.
to see one.
YARD WITH CONCRETE PATIO.
1)014:ass
e
Geor,
Mayberry Book Shop, 3.59 Beale.
Mr.
2027 LARAMIE FIELDSTONE
Histories, English, and Fiction
1708 So. Barksdaki St.
2 FT
/
TRY To MATCH THIS! 161
LIVINGROOM & LARGE DINING
25 cents and 50 cents
275.8467
KIT.
ROOM CARPETED, EAT-1N

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
PH. FA 7-6033

CERAMIC TILE CABINET
WITH
TOP & VENTAHOOD. ^ BF,DROOMS
CKR, TILE BATH. PL-US 20 x 30
WITH 9 x 20 WORKGARAGE
FT.
2
1
SHOP. LOVELY LAUNDRY Ral & /
BATH. OWNER WILL SACRIFICE
EQUITY. DON'T M1811'

1890 5. ORLEANS-CORNER ALMA
LOVELY CORNER NEAR GRADE.
JUNIOR & HIGH SCHOOLS. BRICK
HOME WITH LIVINGROOM, EAT-IN
KITCHEN, 3 BEDROOMS & PARTLY
PANELED ROOM SUITABLE FOR
DEN. DININGROOM OR 4TH BED
ROOM. CENTRAL HEAT, CAR FORT
Member

Amer. Real Estate

Amen.

THESE HOMES SHOWN
BY APPOINTMENT
CALL 386-3738
F. L. SNELLINGS
LUCILLE SERE REALTY
COMPANY 1247 N. EVERGREEN 274-5809.
MEMBER AMER. REAL
ESTATE ASS'N. _

Buy U.S.
BONDS

Vol.

CI

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE

3 Furniture Salesmen
Wanted
No Experience Necessary.
Call 523-1563

Floor Models Reduced
$100"

114 OF
:
1
W,1420 GI'

NOTICE

SALESMEN
WANTED

SERVICE

Open Nifes 'Ti! 9 1 4556 SUMMER
Phone FA 3-117112 BIG, LOCATIONS Phone MU 2-4611

While serving in the .U.S.
Sammie Fields, Jr., of Memphis, a second year student at Army, Mr. Fields was a social
Atlanta University's School of works technician and reedit
Social Work in Atlanta, has re- more than No hours toward
ceived a Veterans Administra- professional degree.
He worked in Memphis as a
(ion Agency stipend from the
Veterans Administration hospi- field supervisor in the Youth
tal at Northport, Long Island, Conservation Corps of the MemN.Y., where he will do a six- phis Youth Guidance Commismonth training assignment to- sion.
wards his master of social work
Before leaving. for the New
degree.
York area, Mr. Fields resided
Mr. Fields, who is 26, is the
SAMMIE FIELDS
son of the late Mr. and Mrs. in Memphis with his sister and
Sammie Fields, Sr., and a 1961 brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
grrduate of LeMoyne College, Fred T. Jackson, Sr., at 2308
Know Your Negro History where he was president of the
Shasta Ave.
In 1920, Negroes made up be- Alphi Phi Alpha fraternity, a
He participated in church pro2 and 50 per cent member of the choir, and be/
tween 371
of the population of Louisiana, longed to other organizations on grams with Watkins Chapel
CME Church.
the campus.
Alabama and Georgia.
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162-164-166 BEALE ST.

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

ATHAN'S fl
LOAN UFFICE

N

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 St 178 BEAL STREET JA 6-5300
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